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Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
sits down to scribe about BUNK JOHNSON
For my second series of New Orleans Jazz Men, I start by writing about Bunk Johnson, and this is
like jumping straight into the fire.
Nobody in the history of Jazz has stirred such controversy as this particular trumpet player, and after
almost singlehandedly bringing in the great revival in New Orleans music, he only recorded for about
six years, before his death in 1949.
The controversy is over his date of birth, 1879 or 1889. Bunk claims that 1879 is the date, and he
played in the late Buddy Bolden band and was at least a mentor to Louis Armstrong and other New
Orleans luminaries, "Not so" say many other people - 1889 is the date and he never appeared with
Buddy Bolden, and his influence on Louis Armstrong was peripheral at best.
There are many experts who support 1879 and many who support 1889, so it is not easy to plump
for one or the other. Was Bunk Johnson only 60 years old when he died?
He did work in the Rice Field, and evidently always looked older than his years,
but it remains an unsolved mystery.
Certainly the first authenticated sighting of Bunk was in 1908 in the Superior
Orchestra - a picture was taken and he certainly did not look 29 years old.
Whenever Bunk filled out an official form he put his date of birth as 1889, but did
he tutor Louis Armstrong? This would certainly have been several years after
1908.
Bunk says Louis Armstrong asked him how he blew his trumpet, and soon he was
getting a good tune out of it.
Louis in 1939 said that he should be written about - him alone, what a man! Later when fed up with
Bunk always claiming to be his Mentor he said that Bunk taught him nothing - you take your choice!
After 1911 Bunk worked all over America and even as a seaman in Melbourne. He was in Mexico
for a while but East Texas was a favourite hunting ground. In 1931 he moved to New Iberia and in
1934 ceased playing when his teeth became loose.
Then in 1938 when Louis was playing in New Iberia at a one night stand, they met up, Louis asked
who the old man was then effused about Bunk.
In 1939 he was contacted by Bill Russell and money was sent for the cost of his dental care. Bunk
bought a trumpet and it was not until 1942 that he began recording in earnest.
Earlier recording sessions were passed up by Bunk as he felt that other musicians would steal his
music. He was also in demand to give lectures and often travelled to California for this purpose.
He still claimed that he played with Buddy Bolden (who retired in 1906) the very cradle of Jazz.
Looking older than his years the whole scenario fits into place.
Bunk continued recording and playing and was feted and considered to be a throwback to the
golden jazz age of the 1920s.
Then in 1948 he suffered two strokes and in 1949 married Maude, his long standing lady. Before his
death later on in that year, he was a Talisman for New Orleans Music, and for many who went on
to achieve worldwide fame, they owed so much to Bunk Johnson.

Ian McNeil
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Ex-pope Benedict says:

“This was the only gig I
could get now that the
new guy has taken over,
so...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Can you believe it Gang!! A quarter of the year passed already. That’s a good thing in as much we
are on the eve of celebrating yet another fantastic show at the Borderline. Like many of you, we
could not wait another year until January 2014, so we here at Tales From The Woods decided to
celebrate. Spring being upon us we would rock away the post January blues by having an extra gig
on Sunday 21st April, this time celebrating those other institutions so important to the history of
Rock'n'Roll both here in the UK and Europe… the Star Club Hamburg and Liverpool’s world famous
Cavern.
I’ll let you into a little secret gang; if all goes well come 21st April we have exciting plans in store but
to do that we need to have a runaway success at the Borderline.
We will be welcoming back the wonderful Kingsize Taylor who impressed us
all back in 2012. Back also by huge popular demand, this being his third
appearance on a Tales From The Woods stage, I am talking about the
Incredible Roy Young. Appearing for the very first time as a billed
attraction, our headliner, the legendary Chas Hodges who will
be truly acknowledging his fans and six decades at the top
of the business by paying homage to the American
Rock'n'Roll pioneers. Two giants of rockin’ piano on the same
bill, so expect a spectacular Rock'n'Roll finale with both Chas and Roy, along with
Kingsize, Bobby Thompson & Karl Terry.
Bobby and Karl of course are making their debut with us.
Bobby Thompson, as well as possessing a great rockin’
voice, played bass in the bands of Kingsize Taylor’s Dominoes,
Cliff Bennett’s Rebelrousers, and alongside Chas Hodges in the Outlaws, the
band behind one of this past January’s headliners, Mike Berry.
Back in 2012 several Woodies and I travelled to Hamburg,
Germany to help the very good friend of us all here at Tales
From The Woods, Kingsize Taylor, celebrate the 50th Anniversary
of the sadly missed Star Club; a star studded bill that included Chris Farlowe, Roy
Young, the late Tony Sheridan and many others including the Liverpool Rock'n'Roll
institution Karl Terry. Within a minute of his performance, TFTW Membership
Secretary Ken Major and I looked at each other with ear to ear grins and thumbs
held high; we did not need to speak a word. This wild man in a scarlet
suit has got to be asked up to London for one of our shows. At
Hamburg airport on the way home the idea for British Rock'n'Roll Show
No.8 at the Borderline upon 21st April was born.
It is indeed a very rare opportunity to witness Karl, Bobby, and Kingsize on a
London stage. Although Roy Young has appeared on our shows before, his
London dates are indeed thin on the ground, and certainly the first time our
headliner Chas Hodges has played with so many of his mates and rockin’
colleagues from decades past. All backed up by our fantastic Tales From The
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Woods Houseband with John on lead guitar, Claire on keyboards, Robb on bass,
Brian on drums, and Alex on sax. One last surprise; Sid Phillips, member of Cliff
Bennett’s Rebelrousers since their formation way back in 1957 came along to
blow baritone sax behind Cliff back in January and enjoyed himself so much he
asked to come back and blow with his old buddies in April. We said yes before the
question was barely out of Sid’s mouth.
What a show this is going to be folks, unlikely to ever be repeated with all these
legends under the same roof at the same time. Miss this one at your peril folks; it’s going to keep us
talking for years to come. Don’t forget to get there early so as not to miss a thing. Doors at 5pm with
John “Mr Angry” Howard spinning all the right sounds to get you in the mood before 5:15 showtime.
I can’t wait, see you all there.
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Saturday June 29th TFTW returns to the pretty little Essex town of Halstead, some
eight miles or so from the better known and slightly larger towns of Braintree and
Witham, for our fifth show at the lovely old Empire Theatre Halstead. Once again
Chas Hodges will be joining us, no doubt on this occasion the opportunity to
explore some of his back catalogue from his Chas’n’Dave era, for which this
giant of a talent is far better known in the eyes of Joe Public, as well as his six
rich decades of Rock'n'Roll history.
Ray Phillips, known to many fans as the front man of the sixties
band The Nashville Teens with whom he still performs on a regular basis,
clocking up a near half a century in the business, will be making his first TFTW
appearance. Ray is another performer whom we witnessed on the 50th
Anniversary of the Star Club in Hamburg last year. He immediately got the ole
brain cells ticking; Ray would be just right for one of our theatre shows. He
kindly agreed. Many of our readers will associate the Nashville Teens with both
backing Jerry Lee Lewis on those mid-sixties tours and live albums, while others
will think of their late sixties hits Tobacco Road and Google Eye. Whatever your
chosen memory we welcome Ray to our show and look forward to seeing him in
action.
Terry Wayne, on the other hand, is no stranger to a Tales From The Woods
show appearing on our very first 2is Reunion show at the 100 Club back in
2007, the same year headlining in his own right at this legendary Oxford Street
Venue, returning a few years later for 2is 6 after our move to the Borderline.
Terry is a true original, dating back to Six Five Special on which he made his
television debut, Supporting Jerry Lee Lewis on his ill-fated 1958 tour and the
only non-American performer ever to be inducted into the prestigious
rockabilly hall of fame, this singer and guitarist went on to find fame and
acclaim in his adopted home of Sweden. Since appearing on our previous shows
Terry has found himself once again in demand in his homeland.
Our Rock'n'Roll Heritage Shows at the Borderline bring many fans from all corners of the UK and
Europe, in particular France, Norway and Germany. The shows at the Empire Theatre Halstead, we
are very pleased to say, bring rockin’ folks from all over Essex along with the neighbouring counties
of Suffolk and Norfolk, from London too and as far afield as Lincolnshire.
However we take nothing for granted here at Tales From The Woods so if you have enjoyed our
shows in the past, please tell your friends that if they want a great night of excellent rockin’ music
then they need to attend one of our shows either at the Borderline or Empire Theatre Halstead.
We look forward to seeing you all there.
¯
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We are flattered and very pleased indeed with the considerable
number of kind words expressed in print, both in the glossy
mainstream magazine Vintage Rock and UK Rock'n'Roll. A double
page spread in Vintage Rock complete with an array of colour
photos of 2is/British Rock'n'Roll show this past January, the article
penned by John Howard was accompanied by photos provided by
Paul Harris. In their news section there is a mouth-watering
appetiser for our April gig.
Our good friend at UK Rock'n'Roll,
Johnny Hop, has published an
article, penned by yours truly, which
Johnny (owner and editor) suggested
I might like to put together for the
magazine, giving a rundown of Tales
From The Woods from our humble
beginnings with a one A4 page
newsletter advertising a few gigs we
were promoting in a side room of a
scruffy down at heel Battersea pub to gracing the stages of acclaimed
London venues along with a provincial Theatre or two. None of this
would have been possible without all our loyal friends, subscribers
and contributors and those who work so hard behind the scenes.
Words cannot really express my gratitude except to say a huge
THANK YOU.
Now it is time sadly to say farewell to the heroes of the music we love who have departed this world
over the last few months.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to guitarist/singer and first generation
British Rock'n'Roll artist Tony Sheridan who died on February 13th aged 72 in Hamburg, Germany
where he had made his home for many decades.
We are proud to say that we were able to bring Tony Sheridan back to perform upon the stage at
London’s legendary 100 Club for what is now our annual institution 2is Reunion shows, the one in
question being No 4. Tony, like so many of the artists who have performed on our shows, was
indeed 'really up for it', not even put out too much when the car which was meant to pick him and
his wife up at Heathrow failed to materialise (needless to say we did not employ the services of this
alleged company again).
Despite that, Tony arrived at the 100 Club
both in good time for both a sound check with
our first incarnation of the Tales From The
Woods Houseband and in good spirits,
chatting with other artists and musicians who
no doubt he had not seen in many a year.
I would have liked to have had a longer chat
with Tony than time could possibly allow at
these events. We had a lot of laughs in
preparation for the gig when Tony emailed
totally inappropriate set-lists, until settling for
a collection of tunes which we could mutually
agree upon, which he nearly kept to on the
night.

Tony Sheridan January 2010 © Paul Harris
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However we felt the best of Tony Sheridan had yet to be witnessed on a TFTW stage, John
Spencely, lead guitarist of our present and highly rated houseband, spoke of bringing Tony back in
company of Kingsize Taylor, Roy Young and other performers for a show dedicated to the
wonderfully influential Star Club Hamburg; although the idea is very much on the boil, indeed our
April 21st show is very much a forerunner of that exciting project, alas now it will be without Tony.
I along with a few other 'Woodies' was able to catch Tony in action again in 2012 in his adopted city
and country of Hamburg, Germany at the 50th Anniversary of the Star Club, a fantastic event with
a roll call of legendary names of British and German Rock'n'Roll, many of the former having
appeared on our shows.
Born Anthony Esmond Sheridan McGinnity on 21st May 1940 in Thorpe St Andrew, an area close
to the centre of the City of Norwich, Norfolk. As a child very much influenced by his parents' love of
classical music, by the age of seven he had become a proficient violinist. No doubt his musical
tuition developed in leaps and bounds once he was old enough to become a pupil at the City of
Norwich school.
There were not too many teenagers in the fifties who were not knocked sideways by what seems to
us here in ole Blighty as the sudden emergence of Rock’n’Roll. Young Anthony McGinnity being no
different, at 16 in 1956 he had purchased his first guitar. Before the year was out he had formed his
first group with like-minded friends and no doubt a much needed name shortening to Tony Sheridan.
As time passed, like every hopeful from every corner of these islands, they headed to London to the
2is Coffee Bar in Old Compton Street, Soho. Rehearsals passed with ease, gaining a six month
residency, often sleeping out under the stars when the money ran out.
At 18 he made his first appearance on Independent Television’s seminal 'Oh Boy’ show, singing and
playing, by now a highly regarded guitarist performing such material as Carl Perkins’ Glad All Over
and Buddy Holly’s Oh Boy which of course was the theme tune of the show and the number we
failed to persuade him to do when he appeared on our show I Like Love. There is indeed an
impressive U-Tube piece that can be located of him performing this song on ‘Oh Boy’.
1960 would see Tony Sheridan and The Beat Boys
as a support act on the highly influential tour of
Rock’n’Roll legends Gene Vincent and Eddie
Cochran on many of the dates that ran from January
to April.
Despite showing an enormous amount of potential
with talent to match and most certainly being around
very much at the right time, his crack at the big time
never happened, the hit record continuing to elude
him. It must however be said that Tony had gained a
reputation for himself as being a little difficult along with showing up late for dates which I suspect
did little to endear him to those who manipulated the strings in the business at that time.
A chance booking in Bruno Koschmider’s Kaiserkeller Club led to a life changing decision to make
a home and base himself in Germany. Tony’s band soon packed their bags and headed home to
England leaving him to utilise pick up bands over the few years that followed, including of course
The Beatles, with whom he recorded what would prove to be his best remembered tune in the eyes
of 'Joe Public' My Bonnie, the only artist other than Billy Preston to have his name on a Beatles
record, although at the time Sheridan was the artist considered to possess the star potential and the
Liverpudlian mop-tops were purely employed as his backing band.
Seven songs that would surface for that Polydor recording session were Tony Sheridan’s My Bonnie
and The Saints whilst the Beatles recorded their take on Gene Vincent’s version of Ain’t She Sweet
along with Cry For A Shadow, which would resurface a couple of years later by which time the
Beatles had hit the big time. Although generally recognised that three further songs were recorded
at that session both Sheridan and John Lennon claimed in years hence that there were several other
songs that never saw the light of day.
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1962 saw the release of My Bonnie album in Germany although the name Beatles as his backing
band was not used as it was considered to be too similar to a slang word for penis (peedles) and
thus they were credited as the Beat Brothers, A different story in England as the Beatles were on
the verge of international stardom, so the album undertook a title change to Tony Sheridan and The
Beatles.
Over the next couple of years Sheridan’s music underwent a transformation evident on the release
of his 1964 album, very much jazz tinged with blues, 'Just A Little Bit Of Tony Sheridan’. Come 1967
he took off for Vietnam entertaining the troops; however one of his band members was killed when
they were fired upon.
In the early seventies Tony could be found on German radio with his own Blues programme, and
later in the decade he performed at a re-opening of a new Star Club and the early nineties saw a
biography entitled ‘Nobody's Child: The Tony Sheridan Story’ under way. However it was not to be,
remaining unpublished to this day after he and his biographer Joe Sunseri fell out.
2002 saw the release of his ‘Vagabond’ album, a collection of largely self-penned songs with the
exception of Skinny Minnie, a new version of the Bill Haley song he had recorded and performed
many times in the decades previous. The same year an album was released by Argentinean rock
musician Charly Garcia entitled ‘Influencia’ in which Tony played guitar.
His eldest child Tony Sheridan Jnr is a rockabilly/Rock’n’Roll singer/guitarist based in the United
States.
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Jimmy McCracklin Tales From The Woods has to raise a glass to
July 2007 Blues/Rhythm & Blues songwriter, pianist and
© Paul Harris singer Jimmy McCracklin who died on 20th
December 2012 aged 91.
Born on 13th August 1921 in Helena, Arkansas
although the family would settle in St Louis, before
moving on to Indianapolis. A career in boxing was
his first call in life before Uncle Sam came knocking
which would lead to spending the entire second
world war in the US navy. Once peace returned he
upped sticks again to try his luck in California,
settling in Oakland.
Time now to try his luck in the music business, in which he had always had both a keen eye and
interest although he had lacked the confidence to take the plunge, soon recording for tiny
independent labels such as Globe, Trilon, and Cava Tone. By all accounts these early efforts were
very much a near sound alike of 1930s blues singer Walter Davis, around the same period entering
into what would prove to be a long business association with label owner and entrepreneur Bob
Geddins.
1949 would find Jimmy moving to Modern records where he was able to bear fruit, gaining
confidence by the day working with renowned session musicians such as saxophonist and arranger
Maxwell Davis, guitarists Lafayette Thomas and Robert Kelton. Soon his songwriting would take on
a life of its own, revealing a talent and versatility unimagined just a short few years before. Lost love
and relationships in crisis became the order of the day, many of these songs eventually becoming
blues standards such as Just Got To Know and Think to name but two.
In years to come his material would be recorded by a diverse and influential artists including Lowell
Fulson who, in leaner years to come, he would write almost solely for. B.B King, Otis Redding, Elvis
Presley, Bonnie Raitt, and the Beatles are just a few who were to benefit from the pen of McCracklin;
songs such as Every Night, Every Day and Tramp.
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As the fifties rolled on Jimmy split from Modern to label hop Irma,
Premium, and Imperial in search of that elusive hit.
A week and a day before Christmas 1957 McCracklin would record the
tune he wrote with which he would be forever associated. There can’t
be too many Rock'n'Roll/Rhythm & Blues weekenders/festivals around
the globe where this record won’t find at least one spin.
It was one of these weekenders that would bring him to the UK for his
one and only visit, the Rhythm Riot at Camber Sands, Sussex held
annually each mid-November.
The Walk was released on the Checker label early the following year,
finding Jimmy a niche in the Rock’n’Roll market, at the peak of its
popularity appearing on American Bandstand hosted by Dick Clark.
The success of this record led to a contract with Mercury although
sadly but not surprisingly for a Blues, Rhythm and Blues performer he
was unable to repeat such huge crossover success.

Jimmy McCracklin
July 2007 © Paul Harris

Although his records did continue to sell well on the rhythm and blues charts throughout much of the
sixties including Just Got To Know 1961, Think 1965, two years later Otis Redding and Carla
Thomas took Tramp to the charts on both sides of the Atlantic.
1970s saw him recording in a then contemporary funky, soul-blues vein issuing an album on Stax
produced by Willie Mitchell and Al Jackson entitled 'Yesterday Is Gone’ which brought him
considerable acclaim. Recording far less in the eighties he became a regular on the San Francisco
Blues Festival along with several European visits that would bypass the UK for almost two decades.
The nineties proved to be a totally different kettle of fish achieving considerable acclaim for his
albums ‘My Story’ and ‘A Taste Of The Blues’, along with a new near blues standard 'Put Up Or Shut
Up’.
1991 saw Jimmy McCracklin finally receive a pioneer award from the Rhythm and Blues foundation.
His wife of 52 years Beulah pre-deceased him in 2008.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass to guitarist Mickey Baker who died
on 27th November 2012 aged 87.
Born McHouston Baker in Louisville, Kentucky upon the 15th October
1925, by all accounts the young McHouston’s start to life could have taken
a wrong corner or two. Spending his years of youth in and out of
correctional institutions, at some point during his mid-teens he fled to New
York for a while, scraping a living as a would be pool hall hustler and
washing dishes. However he had been granted a gift, for the lad had music
in his soul, in particular a love for Jazz. By the age of 19 he decided to
seriously straighten himself out.
He was already reasonably proficient on trumpet and, spotting a cheap
guitar in a pawn shop window, he decided instantly that he would swap wind for strings. The guitar
came with a hillbilly song book from which he learnt some chords, no doubt surprised that he took
to the instrument with such speed and expertise. Gradually taking in Blues, Rhythm & Blues, within
a year whilst visiting the west coast he witnessed one of his musical heroes performing in a
nightclub, Pee Wee Clayton, his first encounter with the blues. Soon Baker was string bending like
the man he saw out there on the west coast.
After a name change to Mickey he began his new life and later 'Guitar' became his moniker. Mickey
'Guitar' Baker found himself busily employed as a session musician throughout the decade of the
fifties for such legendary rhythm and blues labels as Atlantic, Savoy, Aladdin and King, working with
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artists such as Nappy Brown, Champion Jack Dupree, Big Joe Turner, Ruth Brown, Lavern Baker,
Coasters, Drifters… quite a roll-call along with many more besides.
1956 would be the year that he would team up with Sylvia Vanderpool, later to become Robinson,
to cut a record that would hit paydirt for them both and a highly successful few years ahead. Love
Is Strange is the tune in question, hitting the top spot on the rhythm & blues chart and a peak of 11
in the stateside pop charts, its call and response thread being a huge selling point. Covered a while
later by the Everly Brothers, two decades later it would prick up the ears of a much younger
generation being used on the soundtracks of the movies Dirty Dancing [1987] and Casino [1995].
As Mickey & Sylvia they had further success with There Oughta Be A Law
1957 after hitting the American pop charts in 1961 with Baby You’re So Fine
in 1961 they timely decided to call it a day.
Royalties from Love Is Strange paid for their purchase of a night club and a
publishing company but, by the turn of the sixties, Baker had grown tired of
both Mickey & Sylvia including the stormy relationship he had with the lady.
Splitting for France, joining the exodus of many jazz and blues musicians
from their native soil, working with visiting American Jazz musicians like
Coleman Hawkins, along with Blues musician Memphis Slim who too was
now resident in France and would remain so for the rest of his life. UK based
Champion Jack Dupree with whom he recorded becoming a hugely admired arranger along with
publishing a two part course in Jazz guitar and a handbook of musical arranging.
During the seventies he could be found performing acoustic and often solo on European stages
playing pre-war blues. In France, Germany, Holland etc. seeing considerable interest in the Blues
of Robert Johnson, Son House, Charlie Patton, Leroy Carr and so forth, Baker caught the mood
perfectly. An album recorded in London in 1973 with the guitarist Stefan Grossman in tow, entitled
predictably 'Mississippi Delta Blues' although it never set the blues world alight, it found a reissue
30 years later in 2004.
Albums followed during the same decade and into the next although later years new material by
Mickey 'Guitar' Baker were to say the least thin on the ground. Of the albums he did record in the
seventies and eighties include 'The Blues & Me', and 'Up On The Hill'. For Grossman’s Kicking Mule
label he released 'Jazz Guitar' and 'Jazz Rock Guitar'.

Ian Wallis
What’s he all about then?

Ian Wallis was born in Upminster, Essex in 1947. His parents had no interest
in pop music and were therefore less than impressed when, at the age of
ten, he spent all his pocket money purchasing a 45 rpm of 'Jailhouse Rock',
the starting point for his record collection.
After winning a scholarship to Brentwood School (fellow students included
Jack Straw and Noel Edmonds), he spent seven years us a boarder and his
musical tastes were inevitably influenced by the older boys, every new
release seemingly being available for the common room record player. By
the early Sixties, all the boys had divided up into mods or rockers and there
was a constant battle for occupation of the record player to spin discs by
either the Beatles, Dave Clark Five etc. or in Ian's case, Gene, Chuck or
Jerry Lee.
9

The family had moved to Maidstone, Kent in 1960 and he saw his first live show that year when
Lonnie Donegan played the Maidstone Granada. His lifelong passion for live Rock’n’Roll was ignited
by other similar gigs that took place during the school holidays featuring the likes of Billy Fury and
Joe Brown, but it was not until after he left school that he really got hooked. A friend suggested an
outing to see the Four Tops at the Albert Hall and Ian agreed but only if they also went and saw Jerry
Lee at the Wimbledon Theatre, a truly life-changing experience. The impact of seeing the Killer for
the first time and witnessing the Greatest Live Show on Earth was nothing short of incredible and a
memory forever. To this day Jerry Lee Lewis along with Gene Vincent and Ronnie Hawkins remain
the brightest of Ian's Rock’n’Roll stars.
A job in Bromley saw the start of a career in insurance which helped to finance trips to various
Rock’n’Roll shows including Little Richard, Chuck, Fats and Bo at the Saville Theatre, Carl Perkins,
Bill Haley and especially Gene Vincent. Ian was a keen member of the Gene Vincent Fan Club run
by Harry Dodds and became friends with 'The Screamin' End' when he toured the UK in the late
Sixties.
Ian has many stories of his friendship with Gene and remembers drinking with him in a Wandsworth
pub when Gene tried unsuccessfully to purchase, from a quizzical bartender, a framed picture of the
Queen which was hanging on the pub wall.
On another occasion during Vincent's 1969 tour he was in the midst of an unforgettable drama at
the Hampstead Country Club. They tried to pay Gene by cheque rather than in cash and after they
compromised with half cash, half cheque, Gene was suspicious that he would be robbed while on
stage. Ian held on to Gene's money and kept watch on the dressing room and sure enough two men
entered and ransacked the place while Gene was performing, in an unsuccessful attempt to steal
back the cash. Ian was also present in Gene's hotel bedroom on the Isle of Wight on the infamous
occasion when he was in conflict with Don Arden's heavies.
In the early 80s, Bob Powel, then editor of 'Country Music People' contacted Ian to write 2,500 words
on Groovey Joe Poovey by the following day's print deadline. He delivered the goods and this led
to him replacing Martin Hawkins as CMP's rockabilly writer. This stint eventually lasted for 25 years
and he also contributed occasional articles for 'Now Dig This' and other rockin' publications. It was
also in the 1980s when Ian first dabbled in promoting Rock’n’Roll shows.
He and Willie Jeffery had helped set up Ronnie Hawkins' 1982 visit and two years later they put
together a very exhausting UK tour for Sleepy LaBeef. Ian later had a hand in several rockin' gigs
at the Mean Fiddler including Eddie Bond, Huelyn Duvall and Johnny Carroll, the latter becoming a
close personal friend who always stayed at his Orpington home when in the UK. In 1994, Ian and
Willie took over the reins of Rockers Reunion which is held in Reading every January and many top
names like Dale Hawkins, Janis Martin and most recently Narvel Felts have appeared there.
Ian had travelled out to Eindhoven in 1980 to see Ronnie Hawkins make his European stage debut
and later wrote his autobiography, 'The Hawk', which was published in Canada during 1996. He
even made a promotional visit to Canada and appeared live on the Canadian equivalent of the
Michael Parkinson show. This first book was never published in the UK, but he imported and
distributed copies himself.
It was while browsing the music papers in the British Newspaper Library that inspired Ian to
document his enduring love of live Rock’n’Roll and ‘American Rock'n'Roll - The UK Tours 1956-72'
was duly published in 2003 and received critical acclaim as was the second volume which was
issued last year. Ian is currently hard at work on volume 3.

The Books
When did the American group R. B. Shaw and his Melody Mountaineers play a holiday camp
Weekender? The answer may be in your archived souvenir programme, if not check out the first
American UK Rock'n'Roll Tours book or see answer below. I don't know if the outfit actually played
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any rock and roll, maybe hillbilly but nice to think they did. Even if the question was only mildly
interesting, I can assure you the bulk of the information stashed in both volumes will include
revelations to keep any music trivia quiz master more than happy.
These two books are part of an ongoing series that details in date order every UK tour and show by
American and Canadian rock‘n’rollers. Ian has consulted with many fans, including Woodies of
course, to recount their memories of those wonderful days of theatre shows with a first and second
house, and even gigs at the local swimming bath and ice rink.
The music press offer up vintage show advertisements and quirky reviews, and both books are
littered with photographs and copies of memorabilia, many previously unpublished. Interestingly the
two photos of Jerry Lee Lewis pages 44/45, were taken at the Regal Edmonton in 1958 which I
purchased from the Associated press (Daily Express) in 1959 when I worked in Fleet Street. I still
have one or two negatives from the roll.
Most pages contain either a photo and/or a framed box of data, and this breaks up neatly the mass
of information into bite size chunks and is pleasing to the eye. Also Ian is not afraid to publish an
opinion therefore providing a little thought provoking colour to the data. What is particularly excellent
is the indexed wrap up of information. For instance each geographical location shows a list of
venues, also a list of people's names with a cross reference to pages. There are song, album, film
and show titles again referenced out, and book two includes “additions and amendments to book
one”.
From an historical and academic point of view these books are essential to the music researcher,
and to fans provide a nostalgic trip down memory lane. Many readers will be kicking themselves for
not attending some of these shows when they had a chance, and others may believe their memories
are playing tricks.
I look forward to the third edition, and in the meantime the answer to the: R. B. Shaw and his Melody
Mountaineers question; Butlins Holiday Camp, September 29th-31st 1956.
For the full list of Music Mentor books click here. Both books can be ordered from any bookshop,
Amazon etc., or from Music Mentor. Tel: 01904 330308 email music.mentor@lineone.net

American Rock‘n’Roll: The UK Tours
1956-72
424 pages, 128 illustrations, first
print 2003,
Cover shows a photo of Gene
Vincent
ISBN 0 9519888 6 7

More American Rock‘n’Roll: The UK
Tours 1973-84
380 pages, illustrations, first print
2012
Cover shows a photo of Jerry Lee
Lewis
ISBN-13; 978-0-9562679-3-1

Both softback, size 9.25” x 6”
Publisher both books Music Mentor
Ken Major
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Brandon Allen at The Castle - 17 March 2013
Drummer Don Burrell may be my favourite promoter, not only
because he puts on jazz gigs in north-west London but because of
his choice of venues. Both the previous location, the Grand Junction
Arms in Harlesden, and the current one, The Castle in Acton, are
traditional pubs serving real ales. The latter relies on west London
brewers Fuller’s, Smith and Turner, a name to which an offensive
pun was applied in the ignorance of my youth.
The locality used to be the site of some BBC studios, and the pub was frequented on
occasion by members of the acting fraternity. If my memory serves me right, I once
spotted John Bluthal, a comic actor who appeared with Spike Milligan in his surreal Q
television comedy series, said to be an inspiration for the Monty Python team. It was on
these programmes that Milligan adopted the means of rounding off sketches that lacked
a closing punchline whereby the actors would shuffle sideways off the screen repeating
the words “What are we gonna do now?” to the camera.
Having relocated from Perth, Australia to London at the
turn of the century, tenor saxophonist Brandon Allen, has
steadily built a career as a professional musician and,
latterly, the promoter of the Highgate Jazz Festival. For
this particular date he appeared in a regular quartet made
up by Ross Stanley (keyboard), Mick Hutton (bass) and
Chris Higginbottom (drums).
The early afternoon start, a time of day when many
musicians have barely come to following their Saturday
night endeavours, is apt to result in a slow acclimatisation
to the job in hand. And so it was on this date, until the final
two numbers of the first set, when heartbeat and music coincided. For All We Know,
normally played as a ballad, was given a bossa nova treatment which was perfect for the
Sunday mood. This was followed by the ballad Darn That Dream, written by Jimmy Van
Heusen and Eddie De Lange and which, like its predecessor, had been recorded in
marvellous style by Dinah Washington. Brandon Allen’s solo on this tune more than
matched the emotional depth of the singer’s version.
Taking advantage of a pub meal in the interval might have slowed him down, but instead
it fuelled him to a perfect pudding of invention and swing on I Hear A Rhapsody. McCoy
Tyners’s Blues On The Corner, from the pianist’s album The Real McCoy, burned bright
as both the leader and Ross Stanley, a lucid and fluent performer, enraptured an
appreciative audience.
Who Can I Turn To?, written by Anthony Newley and Leslie Bricusse, further illustrated
Brandon Allen’s imagination and skill when interpreting ballads, and his unaccompanied
ending with high register notes which stuttered to a temporary halt (“Well you’ve got to
try” he told us) happily resolved itself, before Duke Ellington’s Angelica brought a
conclusion to the afternoon’s proceedings.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
CECIL WOMACK
Singer songwriter Cecil Dale Womack, brother of Bobby,
was born September 25 1947 in Cleveland, Ohio. His
father, Friendly Snr, sang and played Guitar in a gospel
group. Cecil mastered the guitar and learnt to play the
piano from a very early age. Along with his older brothers,
Friendly Jr, Bobby, Curtis and Harry "Harris", his father
formed a gospel vocal group called the Womack Brothers.
Along with their mother, Naomi, and father, they performed
on the gospel circuit throughout the US Midwest. After
opening a show for the Soul Stirrers, their lead singer Sam
Cooke, impressed, took on board the Womack Brothers
as his protégés.
When Cooke formed his SAR record label in 1961, he invited the Womack Brothers to record for
him. Renamed the Valentinos, Cooke encouraged the group to switch from gospel into a more secular
direction, a path Cooke had successfully taken, but still retaining his gospel roots.
The Valentinos made their chart debut in 1962 with 'Lookin' For A Love', which reached number 8
on the R&B charts. Numerous SARs later the group’s only other chart entry was 'It's All Over Now'
in 1964. As we all know it was hijacked and destroyed by the Strolling Bones.
When Sam Cooke was shot dead in December 1964, the group was somewhat left in limbo.
In 1966 the group signed with Chess Records, which was a relatively unsuccessful move. The second
of their two releases on the label, 'Let’s Get Together', was written by Cecil, along with Mary Wells.
Cecil at the age of nineteen married Wells, whose Motown career was now well behind her. She
was at the time with Atco Records, before moving over to Jubilee Records in 1968. The Valentinos
followed suit, releasing two forty fives on Jubilee, in 1968 'Tired Of Being Nobody' and, in 1969, 'Two
Lovers History', both Womack/Wells compositions.
Cecil wrote numerous songs for his wife, including her 1968 hit 'The Doctor'. Along with managing
her career, he gave her three children. They divorced in 1977.
Cecil’s growing reputation found him working at Philadelphia International, as a salaried songwriter,
which was the perfect outlet for his creative writing talents. He was also a respected session guitarist.
Bobby Womack having already, in 1965, married Sam Cooke's widow, just three months after his
death, Cecil continued to maintain the ties between the families, by marrying Sam Cooke's daughter,
Linda, in 1978.
The husband and wife team wrote such songs as Teddy Pendergrass's smash hit, 'Love T.K.O'.
Other major songwriting credits are 'I Just Want To Satisfy You' for the O'Jays, 'Love Symphony' for
Patti Labelle and 'New Day' for George Benson. Other credits
include 'Lead Me On', 'Good Man, Good Woman' and 'Hold On'.
Cecil also helped brother Bob out, co-writing, notably, '(If You
Don't Want My Love) Put Something Down On It', 'I Wish I Had
Someone To Go Home To' and 'Never Let Nothing Get The Best
Of You'.
In the early eighties, Cecil and Linda began performing as a
singing duo, Womack & Womack. Their chart success proved
more lucrative in the UK than in their native homeland, scoring
six pop hits between 1984 and 1989 including their debut, 'Love
Wars', which peaked at 14, 'Teardrops', their biggest hit, reaching
13
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position 3, and 'Celebrate The World' which climbed to 19. They never managed a major hit in the
US. Appealing mainly to R&B audiences, they did achieve minor R&B hits with 'Love T.K.O', 'Baby
I'm Scared Of You' and 'Strange & Funny'.
In the early nineties, Cecil and Linda travelled to Nigeria, where they discovered ancestral ties to the
Zekkariyas tribe. As a result, along with their seven children in tow, they relocated from Philadelphia
to live in South Africa, adapting their names to Zekuumba (Cecil) and Zerilya (Linda). Their 1994
album SECRET STAR, was credited to The House of Zekkariyas.
They spent a lot of their time travelling the world, and exploring their African heritage. They continued
to tour sporadically, mainly in Europe, and record. Their last release, in 2007, was the album
CIRCULAR MOTION.
He died February 1 2013, in South Africa, from unknown causes.
JEWEL AKENS.
Singer/producer had a million seller in 1965 with 'The Birds and Bees'. Died 6/03/2013, aged 79.
RICHARD STREET.
Monitors & Temptations group member. Died 27/02/2013, aged 70.
DAMON HARRIS.
Temptations & Impact group member. Died 18/02/2013, aged 62.
CLEOTHA STAPLES.
Original member of the Staple Singers family gospel/soul group. Died 21/02/2013,
age 78.
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

BOBBY ROGER.

SOULBOY

Mainstay member of the Miracles, after Smokey Robinson left in 1972.
Died 3/03/2013, aged 73.

Keep on keeping on

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Tommy Cassel Is Gone
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - February 13, 2013
We have just learnt about the passing of Tommy Gordon Cassel on February 4, 2013. He is survived
by his wife Mary Vergalie and his daughter Lillian Diann Dubree. Tommy was a member of
Shreveport‘s AFM local 116 and had not been in good health for a couple of years. Tommy was a
great guy and had a long history with the Louisiana Hayride and the music from that era. I know from
John Howe, President of AFM local 116, about Tommy having some terrific stories. Let’s hope some
will be collected through friends and family for all those among us to enjoy who had a special interest
in Louisiana country music and want to pay a decent farewell to that musician who rubbed shoulders
with Hank Williams Sr, Faron Young, The Carlisles, Kitty Wells, Johnny Horton, Larry Bamburg,
James Burton, Buddy Attaway, Tillman Franks, Jimmy and Johnny and many others.

James Burton - Bobby Hammet - Larry Bamburg - Socko Sokolowski - Tommy Cassel
Tommy, well known for his two releases on his own “Cassel” label in 1958, was born May 16, 1924
in Converse, near Noble, Louisiana, growing up on the family farm. His father, Perry Eli Cassel,
being a country dance fiddle player, young Tommy tried to play his fiddle but soon gave up. His dad
was able to buy him a harmonica for Christmas and that soon became the instrument he learned to
play following in the footsteps of Wayne Raney. After graduating from Converse High School in
1943, Tommy moved to Shreveport from Converse, Louisiana, to work for Libbey-Owens-Ford
Company and started looking for other musicians. After playing with small local groups, he formed
his own little band playing in Cedar Grove, in Mansfield and an old abandoned school auditorium
(Alliance School) in Sabine Parish. On March 10, 1950, Tommy married Mary Vergalie Cobb for a
long blessed union that lasted almost 63 years.
On Dec 24, 1955 and January 7, 1956, we had adverts for a Tommy Castle and the Sunset Riders
performance on the Arrowhead Club that led a few to think it must be Tommy Cassel in faulty
printing disguise. But knowing about a Tommy Castle having “Wanderlust”/”I have Done More
Accidentally” released on Starday 538 in February 1956 they may be wrong. Nothing is known about
that Tommy Castle who recorded these two Jack Rhodes songs which has raised some confusion.
A few collectors think of Tommy Cassel and Tommy Castle being the very same guy, some others
think he was a different singer from Big Spring, Texas. Another Shreveport show dated Friday Sept
6, 1957 featured again a Tommy Castle sharing the stage with Gene Vincent. Musical research is
a darn doggone life!
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In 1957, an attorney in Shreveport wanted to back him in creating a recording company and formed
a corporation. The lawyer, owner of a local Investment company, never put one dime in the pot and
Tommy had to spend his own money, which was very little, plus $200.00 his sister invested, to
produce a session at KWKH and have two singles issued on his own Cassel record label. The same
year he became a member of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 116, in Shreveport and
served on the Board of Directors for six years with the first four years being served as business
agent, spending many Saturday nights back stage at the "Hayride".
That recording session was done in radio station KWKH studios, then located in the Commercial
Building on the corner of the 200 block of Texas Street and Market Street in downtown Shreveport.
For the session that produced “Go Ahead On”/”Run Along Little Girl” (Cassel X58-1/2) issued in
August 1958 and “Rockin’ Rock And A Rollin’ Stone”/”It Ain’t What You Got” (Cassel X58-3/4)
issued in October 1958, the session artists were "Coach" Floyd on bass, Leon Post on piano, James
Burton on lead guitar, D.J. Fontana on drums and Tommy on vocal and rhythm guitar. That gang of
great musicians who worked with Bob Luman, Elvis Presley, Dale Hawkins and many others cut that
day, under the sound expertise of engineer Bob Sullivan, four of the best rockin’ sides from the era
making these two singles much sought after items in original pressing. These two records, offering
four sides written by Tommy himself, challenge those recorded by Jimmy Wilson & The Jimmie Cats
(Ram 15551), Gene Wyatt (Ebb 1223), Pat Cupp ( RPM 461), The Lonesome Drifter ( K 5812) and
Roy Wayne (Clif 101) as the hottest and rarest rock-a-billy sides coming from Shreveport. All these
records are still being played in foreign countries being seen as classic sides, and even if heavily
bootlegged for decades, once or twice each year some payment for the writer’s part and the
publisher’s part from legal re-issues or broadcasting.
“Go Ahead On” and “Rockin’ Rock And A Rollin’ Stone” came for the first time on LP format on a
release from Holland in 1974. Since Tommy’s sides had been issued in Australia, France, Germany,
England, Norway and, few months ago, “It Ain’t What You Got” was issued on a Spanish EP with
sides by Rocket Morgan and Maylon Humphries. Tommy’s sides were published by his own Delta
Publishing, a BMI affiliate, but went nowhere then because of lack of distribution and promotion. By
the late 60s when famous French record collector Charlie Barbat met him in Shreveport, Tommy still
had several boxes of unsold 45 rpms and was offering them for sale to wealthy collectors mostly
from Europe. Charlie, always tight with money, passed up the offer and kept hunting in warehouses
and jukebox operator depots from Louisiana, Tennessee and Mississippi as did Breathless Dan
O’Coffey and few others early rockin’ pilgrims.
In a private interview done for me, Mister Bob Sullivan remembered the time like this: “I think you’re
probably a fan of rock-a-billy and you would know who started it. Elvis, Scotty, Bill and D J Fontana.
I guess you could say “Suzie Q” (here comes the James Burton connection). “Move It on Over”
before Bill Haley is the absolute first Rock’n’Roll record. Rock’n’Roll probably started with Hank. I
recorded a lot of country music, some rock-a-billy stuff by Bob Luman (James’ connection again)
and Tommy Cassel”.
In February 1959, Tommy was a guest of Carl Logan on KCUL, Fort Worth, for its “Fabulous 15-40”
program. In May 1958, Horace Logan, who had moved from Shreveport to California became
KCUL‘s program director for that radio station, produced the “Cowtown Hoedown” from the Majestic
Theater, and had a regular Tuesday night audition. During his short time in Fort Worth/Dallas,
Horace was also emcee for the Big D Jamboree broadcast on KRLD radio. When Tommy Cassel
went to Fort Worth, Horace had left the area.
In 1980, Tommy became a founding member of the Shreveport Southern Songwriters Guild and
served in several different offices. He was elected to the local AFM board again the same year and
in 1984, he was appointed as Assistant to the President.
In early 1989, he joined with "Red" Springer and created a monthly country show called "The
Ark-La-Tex Roundup". In 1991, he was asked by Special Promotions of Nashville, Tennessee,
producers of the nationwide "Country Showdown", to serve as state judge in Louisiana and was
invited by the president to attend the annual finals held in the Grand Ole Opry House.
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Tommy also produced four annual amateur shows for the Shreveport Regional Arts Council from
1997 to 2000 broadcast over KEEL AM Radio and, for the fourth, by KYLA FM Radio. In 1999, he
was asked to form the "Friends of Rebel State Historic Site" and was elected to the Board of
Directors. He was later elected to vice-president and served as entertainment chairman for the
organization and was elected president in January, 2003.
Tommy Cassel returned to the recording arena by adding his vocal talent to the “Dandy” Don Logan
song called “Hillbilly”, that is included on the “Dreamland” CD, released in 2006 on CAL Discs 1240.
The song is a tribute to the early pioneer country singers who stayed the course, but never made it
to super-stardom.
Tommy Cassel was one of these foot soldiers who made Shreveport’s music so rich and attractive.
Near the Red River you’ve got it all from the blues sung at the Blue Goose to the Hillbilly recorded
by night at KWKH, from the hot sides cut by Mira Smith on her tiny professional recording location
and to the rock-a-billy music played on stage at Shreveport’s Municipal Auditorium. Shreveport may
have been overshadowed by Nashville, Memphis and Dallas… but some definitive musical gems
were cut here like these Tommy Cassel sides! On “Go Ahead On”, Tommy gives a great description
of a little hang out where we would all like to boogie, to jump. A place where everybody was jivin’
and that wasn’t no ordinary ball. A place with the cats in the corner yellin’ “go ahead on”.
This friendly little tribute was built on info given by Tommy Cassel himself, his daughter Lillian Diann,
John Howe, The R.W Norton Art Gallery and Joe “Red Man” Watson.

BBC4 has become a sanctuary for music journalism and
documentaries over the last few years. This spring has seen the
channel explore the mystique of the Album. It's been interesting to
note that some musical genres are linked so basically with the
album, it'd be difficult to explore the genre without the album. Prog
Rock for example, while other genres are nearly entirely singles
based. Punk and Northern Soul are often cited as examples, but so
would the Merseybeat and British Invasion wave of the mid-60s.
The Beatles aside, very few of these acts ever released an album,
let alone a credible piece. "Ferry 'Cross the Mersey" by Gerry and
The Pacemakers, "Eric, Rick, Wayne and Bob" by Wayne Fontana
and a number of the early Hollies albums are slim pickings for a
genre that rocked the world hierarchy. Merseybeat saw even less
in the world of the album. Maybe the guts of those frantic cellars
Beryl Marsden 2013
could never really be captured on vinyl, and this may also explain
© Paul Harris
why the scene was so short lived. One of the few credible
Merseybeat albums that went just a small way to capture the fun
and excitement of that period was the compilation album "Live at The Cavern".
Released in 1963, the album looked to give a feeling of the famous cellar club to those not lucky
enough to make it there and record for posterity what all the fuss was about. The use of Bob
Woolmer as compere for the album gave it some authenticity but it seems odd therefore that a
number of non-Merseybeat acts were drafted in to make up the album, maybe trying to give the
album much wider appeal. The Fortunes from Birmingham, Bern Elliott from Kent and (most oddly)
Joe Meek's fading light Heinz, have tracks on the album. But it's the Merseyside acts that sound the
most relaxed, fiery and credible and hence stand out. One in particular stands head and shoulders
above the others. Introduced by Bob Woolmer as "Bubbling Beryl Marsden" Everybody Loves a
Lover is abound with excitement that epitomises this whole period of the UK music industry.
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The Borderline gig this year is a long way from the "Live at The
Cavern" recording, and a lot has happened since then. Beryl,
however, still shows how to belt out a number, and I think surprised
many of the crowd with this overlooked act. If you can get a copy of
the live album (re-released by much missed See For Miles in the
90s), do so; you won't be disappointed. Better still, get Beryl's first
released album. It might be a bit late but by default it becomes one
of Merseybeats finest releases.
Considering that Beryl has only just released her first album
(“Changes” on the RPM label), she's very cool about the idea. But
then on discussing her remarkable story she's very cool about many
aspects of her career. In the 60s the goal wasn't to produce recorded discs; "the goal was simply to
get to Hamburg and the chance to see Jerry Lee, Chuck, Fats, Ray Charles and Gene Vincent." The
possibility of making music on the side was an added extra, not the goal itself. It seems quite alien
to think of a performer in such a way, but refreshing to be reminded that many of these early
pioneers never dreamt of gold records or million sellers, more the opportunity to perform and be part
of a scene. Even now, as we speak days before her return to the London stage and the 2is show,
it's the possibility of performing in front of her family that provides the excitement in her voice "to see
what Nanny can do" and not the excitement of having her first album available to a wider audience.
Her love for American R&B acts is evident by her smattering of recordings and even more so when
you discuss her influences, particularly the female acts. It's the soothing sounds of groups such as
The Shirelles and not the early British acts that inspire Beryl. "Acts like Susan Maughan were just
twee and pretty frocks" and didn't "represent what was going on in the youth and the beginning of a
revolution." Aged just 15 Beryl began that revolution, performing with Merseybeat legends The
Undertakers and Karl Terry before getting her trip to Hamburg aged just 16. She even had the
opportunity to sign up with Brian Epstein, an opportunity she turned down but a decision she doesn't
regret; "I just wasn't ready." A short recording career with Decca followed, before the Merseybeat
bubble burst. But being so young when it all began, Beryl had a chance at a second career.
A move to London and a chance to perform at Soho venues such as The Bag O'Nails, The Ram
Jam Club and The Flamingo. Her R&B background and influence from acts such as Arthur
Alexander got her in with a good crowd, a group of musicians that included Rod Stewart, Mick
Fleetwood and Peter Green. With her usual cool, Beryl describes these as a "good combo," but
explains they could have been really good if they'd written their own material. Instead they drifted
apart and Shotgun Express became just another footnote in rock history.
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Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick
Huggins

The 70s saw a return to Liverpool, some work with Paddy
Chambers and a family. But after sharing the bill with The
Beatles and nights in clubs in London and Hamburg it must have
been a little strange returning to obscurity, but not one that Beryl
would have changed. "I entered the business to perform, I
performed for the fun of performing and today it's much the
same. I still do so occasionally, but only gigs I want to do. The
business today is just that, talented individuals but with too
much 'product'. I wouldn't enter the business today."
It's a good job she does still come out of retirement for the odd
gig, a chance to hear what the excitement of the early 60s was
all about, when performing for the sake of performing was the
goal. If you didn't catch Beryl's recent 2is gig, do try and get a
copy of “Changes” or better still try and dig out a copy of the
1964 "Live at The Cavern" LP; the closest I'm ever going to get
to understanding the excitement of 60s Liverpool and one of
Liverpool's finest acts "Bubbling Beryl Marsden."
Gary Enstone
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Some years ago a young friend of mine caught a heavy cold. She then quickly developed
pneumonia. Septicaemia soon followed which turned into meningitis and she finally slipped into a
coma. She was in a private ward in the Churchill Hospital (Oxford) where her friends and family
formed a timetable with a visitor’s book to note anything and also each visit. My daughter, who is a
carer, suggested I should spend my Sunday morning visit rabbiting on about any rubbish I could
think of (a diary of the previous week, my likes and dislikes etc.) on the basis that if she could hear
anything (some people who have been in a coma and recover say they heard every word) she just
might become so annoyed or frustrated at the mindless chatter that she would come out of it. She
did come out of the coma but died from an accident soon after.
Now what has this got to do with a Blues article you may ask?
Well my point is that if any form of rambling causes the listener (or reader in this case) to stir, be it
in delight or frustration, then the rambler has caused a result.
In issue 70 of TFTW, reader Dave Williams wrote a Mr Frustrated Letter to the editor about my lists
and likes printed in issue 69. When I started this ‘column’ I told the editor I could only write about
things I like and things I know and include Blues views that don’t appear elsewhere in the magazine.
In mitigation I would like to make a couple of points.
1) I was just the messenger with regards to the American Blues Federation List. Dave Williams is
right; the British Blues Awards did the same for me.
2) I love lists and also other people’s ‘likes’ and any new names attract me like hounds to a fox. I
am aware, and have material, of a few on his list but those I don’t know have whetted my appetite
so I thank him for those and assure him I will be investigating.
3) I am absolutely thrilled to think that somebody out there is reading my stuff!
Consider the messenger well and truly shot.
I thought I would list some of my favourite tracks with Blues in the title. Unfortunately, as I
found (using iTunes) there were over 700, it became time consuming and very difficult. So here are
just ten of the ones iTunes shows I play the most and really enjoy.
(Remember, Blues has to be in the title)
Bad Penny Blues – Humphrey Lyttleton with Johnny Parker at the piano
Honky Tonk Train Blues – Meade Lux Lewis
Statesboro Blues – The Allman Brothers Band
How Long Blues – Big Bill Broonzy
Same Old Blues – Irma Thomas
Freight Train Blues – Johnny Duncan and his Bluegrass Boys
Blues So Bad – Levon Helm and the RCO All-stars
Worried Man Blues – Lonnie Donegan with Dickey Bishop
Write me a few of your lines/Kokamo Blues – Bonnie Raitt
Wildcat Blues – Chris Barber with Monty Sunshine
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Phew! I look at the list of those that I left out and I can’t believe it. Many of those above stem from
the old Skiffle and Jazz days and some are covers of old Blues artists but they were influences on
me to look at the originals. If you think of a key word in the title and have a collection of music, you
try having a go at picking ten.
This month I decided to introduce manuscript (the way music is written) before I dive
into a 12 bar blues. For those of you who have a piano or guitar, you might already follow this and
for those of you who love music but don’t or can’t play, perhaps this will help you understand what’s
going on. In many ways reading or understanding written music is like learning a language.
BEATS PER BAR

“A” IN TREBLE CLEF

“A” IN BASS CLEF
TREBLE CLEF

BAR - 12 SHOWN

“4” INDICATES EACH BEAT IS A CROTCHET

BASS CLEF
SHARPS - 3 INDICATE THE KEY “A”

Here is an almost blank sheet of music manuscript onto which I hope to construct a simple 12 bar
blues. Before the music is written there have to be basic rules. These start with the Bass and Treble
clef. The horizontal lines (and spaces) translates to the notes’ positions (note A is in the second
space up in the treble clef and the bottom space in the base clef).
Next along are three funny shaped noughts and crosses signs (called sharps) which indicate the
key the Blues will be played in. Why are there different keys? Well, the simplest answer is to suit the
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singer’s voice but there are many more reasons we won’t go into here. The key of C is generally
thought to be the easiest key for a piano player and A or E for a guitarist. As I hope to look at ways
of reading guitar music, I have chosen the key of A on the manuscript which is indicated by the three
sharps. They mean that instead of playing the white piano note on that line or space, you play the
next black note to its right.
Finally, the 4/4 indicates, as I have said before, the number of beats in the bar (the top number) and
what type of note each beat will look like (the lower number) Because most music is written in 4/4
time, this is also called common time and is simply indicated (where the 4/4 is) by a large C in the
middle of both clefs.
I think that’s enough for now!
I was last at the 2is
Reunion/British Rock‘n’Roll Heritage show No.7 and I enjoyed the great show that
it was… but it was not Blues. However, on the Friday before, I went to Aylesbury’s
Limelight Theatre to see Erja Lyytinen, billed as the Blues Queen of Finland,
who is touring here this month. She was terrific! For me, there is almost nothing
sexier than a beautiful girl with a wonderful smile and long legs playing brilliant
slide guitar and stalking the stage like a wild animal. So much for stage
presentation!
Her show included another guitarist, a bassist (His bass had the widest fret
board I have ever seen) and a great drummer who kept it simple and used
volume, both high and especially low, almost silence sometimes, as a great
weapon. Her voice was not strong but her superbly crafted solos and varied
material more than made up for it. She really enjoyed her work, as did I, so I
dutifully bought her Live CD, ‘Songs From The Road’ which will help bring
back memories of those very tight jeans, big smile, mega high heels and
thrilling solos!
Not so many subjects this time as I’ve gone on a bit so I’ll return to my format next time and
include a list of my favourite blues CDs of 2012 as well as looking at one from Dave Williams’s list.
David Parker
(Due to Keith’s recent bout of ill-health, the transmission of this article was delayed from February
so our apologies to Dave - H)

Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton
and, from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.

British Rock and Roll Reunion
Monday, February 18, 2013
Less than a month since watching a group of ageing British rock and rollers perform at the
Borderline, I was at it again last night - this time at the Rock and Roll Reunion in the expansive and
plush surroundings of the Lakeside Country Club in Frimley Green, Surrey. I blame John Spencely,
who this time was a punter rather than a performer. I'm no great lover of the home grown variety of
what is essentially American music and I've seen most of the acts before, so I didn't go with any
great hopes, and these low hopes proved to be well founded in many respects. There were seven
acts on the bill but the worst of them, the venerable Wee Willie Harris, spoilt the show for the last
three acts by performing an over-long karaoke act comprising no fewer than 13 numbers to a
backing track. His set went on and on and as a result shortened the time available for the rest and,
to be fair, the best.
First on, backed by the five piece Lord Rockingham Band, was Russ
Sainty, who recorded quite a few non-hits in the early sixties. He said
that he had been booked by Lakeside club owner Bob Potter in 1961 and
was promised a return date - and true to his word he was back 52 years
later! He ran through some rather tame versions of Do You Wanna
Dance, Viva Las Vegas, Party, Donna, Wear My Ring Around Your Neck,
Personality and Can't Help Falling in Love, before finishing with his best
original single Race With The Devil. A middle of the road start to the
evening overall, and not particularly promising.
Next on was Jackie Lynton from nearby Guildford, a man who still plays
local pubs and who appeared at the 2is show last year. His was a short
but amusing set comprising Old Time Rock and Roll, Lawdy Miss
Clawdy, Hi Heel Sneakers, Reelin' and Rockin' and Rock And Roll
Whisky Blues.
The third act was Jess Conrad who in his day (the early sixties) was
regarded as the English Fabian, as he
was a good looking lad who couldn't sing
very well. He's still much the same
today, looking a good deal younger than
his years and anything but modest about it. His set comprised much
preening and big headed showing off, with a few mostly middle of
the road numbers thrown in - Johnny B Goode, Teenager In Love,
Daydream Believer, Halfway To Paradise, It's Only Make Believe
and Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On. I found his act rather boring, but
not as boring as the MC for the evening, sixties veteran Keith
Powell, who has clearly failed to find his vocation.
The second half began with Wee Willie's karaoke act and the show didn't really get going until the
arrival of Mike Berry, this time playing with his band the Outlaws, including bass player Alan Jones,
who formerly played with the likes of Cliff Richard and Tom Jones. Mike was on top form again, just
as he was at the Borderline, and I really enjoyed his Buddy Holly style singing. His set opened with
It's Late and included It's So Easy, High School Confidential, Bobby Vee's More Than I Can Say,
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Only The Lonely, the instrumental Apache, Living Doll, Move It, his two biggest hits Tribute To
Buddy Holly and Don't You Think It's Time, That'll Be The Day and Walk Right Back. Excellent stuff.
Another performer from the 2is show was next - Cliff Bennett, this time playing with a bunch of
Rebel Rousers including saxmen Sid Phillips and Tony Hall (He started well with Turn On Your
Lovelight and Slow Down, but shortness of time and an increasingly raspy voice meant that he only
performed five numbers, including Good Golly Miss Molly and his 1964 hit One Way Love, and
ending with his biggest hit Got To Get You Into My Life.
The final act, and another one limited by time, was boogie woogie piano player Roy Young, who
again showed why he was known as the English Little Richard with rousing versions of Dizzy Miss
Lizzie, I'm Ready, Blue Monday, Mess Around, I Can't Believe You Wanna Leave, Ready Teddy and
Lucille.
Overall a decent show, with a couple of high points and some fairly low ones, but I don't think Keith
Woods, promoter of the Borderline shows, has much to worry about. The atmosphere in this huge
venue was non-existent, despite the best efforts of the artists. Maybe they should stick to darts there.
Sunday, February 24, 2013
Bubblegum Rubbish
Around 1969 or 1970 pop music fell over a cliff and became what we popularly know as bubblegum.
The charts became full of really crap songs sung by talentless people and the real music - soul,
blues, real rock and roll - ceased to have any significant place in the popular imagination, let alone
the pop charts. Of course, alongside this bubblegum twaddle was progressive rock, which was not
much better and became more and more pretentious and ridiculous. This was the era when my
interest in pop music drained away and I lost the will to live music-wise. My interest didn't revive until
punk came along at the end of the seventies.
The sheer awfulness of bubblegum came back to me today when I bought an LP at a boot sale and
played it later. It's an Australian compilation called 20 Electrifying Hits from 1970 which is made even
worse by including several fourth-rate Aussie covers of third rate
bubblegum hits. I've never heard many of these covers before and
wouldn't wish to hear them again. Here are a few of them:
Tighter, Tighter - Alive & Kicking
Burning Bridges - Mike Curb Congregation
This Wheel's on Fire - Flake
Knock Knock Who's There - Liv Maessen
Melanie Makes me Smile - The Strangers
Big Yellow Taxi - The Neighbourhood
Yellow River - Autumn.
Youtube them if you dare (although Aussie readers may care to avoid this car crash of taste), but I
think I should point out that most of the original tracks on the album are not much better, including
dire records by Bobby Sherman, Eric Burdon and War, Shocking Blue, the Idle Race, Blood Sweat
and Tears, Melanie, the New Seekers and Vanity Fare.
Monday, March 04, 2013
Porretta festival looking good
The line-up for this year's Porretta Soul Festival has been announced and it's an
interesting one, with less of a Stax focus and more of a southern soul feel to it.
One of the bigger names is Mitty Collier (pictured right), whose 1964 single on
Chess, I Had A Talk With My Man, was a classic. She is appearing with gospel
singer Calvin Bridges so it's possible that she will stick to gospel, but we will
see.
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In marked contrast, Bobby Rush will be appearing with his full revue, including dancers. I
remember first seeing Bobby at the New Daisy Theatre in Beale Street, Memphis, and his rather
rude show was extremely popular with the mainly black audience. It didn't go down so well when he
performed to a white middle class audience in London a few years later. I think Porretta will enjoy
him though.
One of the biggest attractions for me is Latimore (left), who will be bringing his
southern soul style to Porretta. I've seen him several times over the years and
he is always excellent, so I'm definitely looking forward to that one.
Hi recording artist David Hudson is back again after his
popular show last year. I wonder if he will sing for free in
the Irish bar again.
Another act making a return visit is the wonderful Toni
Green, whose glamorous gowns always make a big
impression. And another female act - new to me - is Falisa Janaye (right),
a sexy looking southern soul singer who has some steamy videos on
Youtube.
Another act I'm looking forward to seeing is Charles Walker and the
Dynamites, who will bring some uptempo funk to the proceedings. Also on
the show is Paul Brown and his All Star Band 'Heart and Soul' who I
imagine will be backing many of the acts.
Once again Graziano seems to have got a great set of performers together
for this annual tribute to American soul high in the hills of central Italy.
Monday, March 11, 2013
The Stomp is back
The Ponderosa Stomp, the festival that celebrates the unsung heroes of rock and roll, is returning
to New Orleans, after a year off, this October. The line up at the new Rock & Bowl was announced
today and includes some very different names from previous years, many of them obscure and all
of them potentially interesting. I've only seen four of them before - soul star Maxine Brown, zydeco
man Lynn August, southern soul man Spencer Wiggins (excellent at Porretta on two occasions) and
Watch Your Step singer Bobby Parker. The rest are all new to me and therefore unknown quantities,
although I've heard records by some of them, mostly recorded in the fifties or sixties.
From the soul world there is Baby Washington (pictured), whose That's How
Heartaches Are Made came out on Sue in the UK in 1964, Gino Parks, an early
Motown artist, Chris Clark, the label's first white singer, and New Orleans artists
Charles Brimmer and Richard Caiton. 60’s garage rock is always well represented
at the Stomp, which this time includes the Standells of Dirty Water fame, the
Sloths, Ty Wagner and the Guanga Dyns. Rockabilly is represented by Bobby
Crown and regular UK visitor Charlie Gracie, while country soul singer George
Perkins is also on the bill. There are also a couple of R and B artists - Sonny Green
and Boogaloo - and James Alexander, one of the original Bar-Kays.
Many of the names on the list will inevitably raise the inquiry: who? They are
obscure and unknown, even to the most dedicated music lovers. But that's the point of the Stomp.
Organiser Ira Padnos has an uncanny knack of finding performers who are all but forgotten, but still
have something to offer.
Maybe this year will be one when I will be making not one, but two trips to the Big Easy. I'm off to
Nashville next month and then travelling with three friends through Alabama to New Orleans where
we will catch some of Jazz Fest. The Stomp line up looks like a second visit this year is essential.
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Then

Rock music is littered with Pete Best type stories
of people replaced or leaving an act just before
their big break, but none so interesting as that of
Tony "Top" Topham, a man who, on leaving The
Yardbirds, left them in a quandary. The only
individual they could find who was almost as good
was a certain Eric Clapton.
On Clapton's departure he was replaced by Jimmy
Page and then Jeff Beck. To be replaced by one
rock god is one thing but to be replaced by three
on the trot must be some experience. But then The
Yardbirds have a multitude of such stories; the
band that recorded with Sonny Boy Williamson
and laid the foundations for rock supergroup Led

Zeppelin.
Tonight they celebrate 50 years of turmoil and exciting stories. Top Topham has returned, but
unsurprisingly his replacements have not. That's not to say that their presence was not felt. Clapton
famously left The Yardbirds because they had moved away from their blues roots into pop. Now
they've moved further into rock laden guitar, more in keeping with Page's "other group". This is a
shame, as Page was highly praised as a session guitarist in the mid-60s for his clean playing, a
sound that featured him on a multitude of hits including those of The Yardbirds.
Yet current guitarist Ben King is more influenced by the other Page, that of rock induced fuzz guitar
with lashings of feedback. The hits were their Shapes of Things, For Your Love and Over, Under,
Sideways, Down but almost as a necessity rather than a joy. Instead it was a cover version of Dazed
and Confused that tied the current incarnation’s flag to the mast.

Now

Top Topham guested on a few tracks and brought the band back to its roots with some sweeter
bluesy guitar, but it was little offering to their R&B days. Original rhythm guitarist Chris Dreja
(recovering from a stroke) guested on percussion for an encore of Smokestack Lightning, but the
show whimpered towards a finale rather than ending with gusto.
The band has come a long way in 50 years with some distinguished members to boot. It's also come
a long way from its blues/R&B roots!
Gary Enstone
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
July 1, 2012
The show was started by a very young and very small girl who had an amazingly powerful voice for
such a small girl, maybe a local act. A few other acts killed time until finally, about 9pm, Mr. Elvis
"Hotshot"" Presley came on stage and started performing. He had on black pants and a pink shirt.
It took him a while to get started, but eventually he got into his program. Sure enough he broke his
guitar string and then finally started performing, singing “That's All Right”, “Blue Moon of Kentucky”
and “Mystery Train”, issued three weeks earlier on Sun 223. He was pretty darned electric. It turns
out that Elvis and his business manager, and another man, ended up in the parking lot, slouched on
the fender of his pink Cadillac, where he spent a good twenty minutes just shooting the breeze with
about 20 others before heading off to Conroe (Tx) for another engagement. While there Elvis
probably paid a visit to A.J. Winn, a local DJ on WTAM-AM and The Melody Boys’ leader. The local
radio was housed in the Administration building on the campus. Among the local bands there in
1955 was Richard Smith and The Hill Boppers who had a weekly show on the radio. On vocal and
guitar was rockin’ Dave Allen who had records later on “Jin” records.
The following day he played on the football field of Conroe High with George Jones and Marie
(McCoy) Coker, a local act, as guest. Prior to the show, Mary (McCoy) Coker drove Elvis to KMCO
radio studio (Conroe) to be interviewed and for her performance she was backed by The Blue Moon
Boys. Margie Collie, former wife of Biff Collie and herself a singer and DJ at KRCT in Baytown (Tx),
was in the crowd. The tour ended with a further date at the Sportcenter in Austin booked by Harry
Gaines of KTAE in Taylor (Tx), where a special autographed program was made available. Next day
in the local papers, Elvis’ style was named “half bop, half western style”. The final date was on
August 26th at a Baseball Park in Gonzales for a show sponsored by The Gonzales Quarterback
Club. While on stage Elvis used to borrow Jeanette Hicks or Betty Amos’ guitar when he had bust
his own guitar strings. Betty Amos, a former member of
The Carlisles and Louisiana Hayrider, remembers Elvis
this way: “I was very fond of Elvis but sometimes I didn’t
like him very much. He could be sweet, gentle, kind and
thoughtful, but perplexing and aggravating too. He was
sexy, handsome, childish and at times, downright cruel.
He’d hit me and I’d hit him. Looking back, I suppose in all
probability I was the closest he ever came to having a
sister”. On August 4, 1956, it is Jeanette Hicks that will
borrow “Don’t Be Cruel” for her Hayride performance
while Betty Amos goes with Wanda Jackson’s “I Gotta
Know”. On August 27, Elvis played his Louisiana Hayride
engagement.

Elvis with Ann Raye and Mae
Boren Axton

On September 1st a gang of performers from the
Louisiana Hayride played in New Orleans, as “Second
Annual Hillbilly Jamboree”, at the amusement park in
Pontchartrain Beach, a white only place until the ‘60s.
The show was an annual celebration for dee jay Red
Smith of WBOK radio and featured Ann Raye
(Barhanovich), Jim Reeves, Al Terry, Jack Cardwell,
Jimmy Swan, Ernie Chaffin and very probably Joe Clay
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(a Jolly Cholly Stokely’s protégé) and Luke McDaniel who were pictured with the cast. On that
picture we can see, between Mrs Jimmie Rodgers and Jim Reeves, Irvin Tuttle, bass player for
Sunny Burns and Red Smith. Luke McDaniel remembers to having sung “Daddy-O Rock“, “Hey
Woman“ and “That’s All Right“, by public request before Elvis’ own stage show and said, "That's how
I met Elvis Presley. He had everything going for him. He looked mean, he sounded mean, he played
mean, but he was a nice guy. He said he liked what I did, he was friendly, and he liked to encourage.
He told me to keep singing and playing." Luke played another show with Elvis and Jack Cardwell in
Prichard (Alabama) on October 27, 1955. Elvis and Carl Perkins told Luke to send Sam Phillips a
demo. Sam liked what he heard and booked him in September 1956 but nothing was issued. WBOK
radio belonged to a Louisiana group that included WXOK (Baton Rouge) and KAOK (Lake Charles).
Around that time Red Smith and Bill Cason also hosted the Home Show on that 1000 Watt station.
On August 9, 1956, Red Smith hosted his annual show still at Pontchartrain Beach before moving
to KLLL in Lubbock (Tx). Red Smith left WBOK after announcing that the owners were going to
change to a rhythm-and-blues format because there was no money in country radio remembers Joel
Scarborough, who at the time was a ninth-grader who was working as Red Smith’s unofficial
assistant and would become a DJ himself. In 1958, Red Smith had a fan club named “Red Smith’s
Stump Jumper” run by a gal from Fort Worth, Texas.
On September 2, 1955, Elvis’ Fleetwood Cadillac was
damaged in a car accident one mile north of Fourke,
near Texarkana, while Scotty was at the wheel. The
band was on its way to play at Texarkana Municipal
Auditorium when they hit a pick up truck. On September
3rd, Elvis made his last appearance on the Big D
Jamboree followed by another one at the Round-Up
Club missing his Louisiana Hayride engagement. On
September 6, 1955, Elvis bought a yellow 1954
convertible Cadillac Eldorado on which Sam Phillips took
out an insurance policy. Unknown to Colonel Parker,
Bob Neal was already negotiating a renewal of Elvis’
Louisiana Hayride contract with the show promoter
Horace Logan, as the current first contract was coming
to an end. The contract was prepared and signed during
the first week of September leaving the “Special Advisor”
out of the picture. The Hayride would now give $200 an
appearance (what Col Parker gave for his own bookings) which was far better than the previous
$18. Elvis could miss one Saturday performance during each 60 day period but must pay $400 to
the Louisiana Hayride for every additional show he missed. In spite of the Colonel’s objection, on
September 8th, Vernon and Gladys Presley signed the agreement that took effect on November
11th 1955. There’s no more reference to Bill Black and Scotty Moore who had separate contracts.
After a short tour opening in Arkansas on Monday Sept 5, 1955 with Johnny Cash, Bud Deckelman
and Eddie Bond, Elvis was back at The Louisiana Hayride on September 10th but without the Blue
Moon Boys who were on their way to Norfolk (Virginia) from McComb (Mississippi). After his
performance Elvis took a commercial flight to join them for that first date on The Hank Snow
Jamboree. Elvis played in Norfolk on September 11 and 12 1955 with rock-a-billy cat Gene Vincent
being in assistance. Elvis missed only the September 17, Hayride show being on tour with the Hank
Snow Jamboree. That same month “Mystery Train”/”I Forgot To Remember To Forget” started to
climb in the Billboard Music Popularity Charts – Country & Western Records / Best Sellers in Store”
and in the October 1, 1955 issue a big advert was printed stating “Voted America’s #1 Up and
Coming New Male Star!”. By then the trade papers started to refer to him as “A Unique Hillbilly” or
“Folk Music Fireball”. On September 30, 1955, Elvis purchased a used Stroud upright piano from
OK Houck Piano Co. for $281.75.
On Saturday October 1, Elvis played the Louisiana Hayride and probably sang “I Forgot To
Remember To Forget” that just surfaced for a short time on the web in July 2012. Unfortunately that
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recording from a larger part of the Louisiana Hayride performance was found too late to be included
in “The Boy From Tupelo” release. He then started another “Hayride” tour, in Texas, set by Tillman
Franks. It was not strictly a Hayride tour but the performers were all Louisiana Hayriders. There were
Jimmy and Johnny, Johnny Horton, Betty Amos, David Houston, Dalton and Lula Jo Henderson,
comedian Willie Birdbrain and Horace Logan acting as Master of Ceremonies. On October 2 they
played in Waco (Tx) and the next day in College Station at the G. Rollie White Coliseum on the
campus of Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas (known since 1963 as A&M
University) still only male and segregated. Built in 1954, that coliseum seats 7,800 “Aggies” and
guests. Elvis was apparently booed off stage for spitting his gum out on the ground and the Corps
thought he was demeaning their school build on strict military rules! That story, reported in a book
about Bear Bryant, Aggie Football coach, must be false but nevertheless it’s printed in the A&M
Campus Walking Tour Handbook.
On Tuesday October 4 Elvis, billed as “The King Of Western Bop”, played his unusual combination
of folk music spiced with a “rock-and-roll” beat at the Boys Club Gymnasium in Paris (Tx) in front of
almost 1,300 people. Several hundreds were turned away and a local paper reported that Jimmy
and Johnny stole the show. Next stop was Greenville City Auditorium and, on October 6, they played
at Southwest Texas State University in San Marcos and at the Skyline Club in Austin.
Next day Tillman, who had no driving license, took a greyhound bus with Elvis to Houston to play
the Louisiana Hayride program at the Municipal Auditorium. Scotty and Bill had Elvis’ car and were
travelling separately. While backstage Elvis met “Potato” Pete Hunter, a DJ at KRCT of Baytown,
Texas who would not play his records. So Elvis went to him and asked why he wouldn’t play his
records. Pete just didn’t like rock and roll and told Elvis who was not upset about it. He told Pete, in
a nice way, that he thought he was going to make it anyway without his help. George Jones was
featured on that show as special guest.
Jimmy Lee Fautheree remembers Elvis telling him and his wife around that time about the Colonel
selling his contract to Victor and giving him $5,000. On October 9, 1955 Elvis played with the same
cast at Cherry Spring Tavern (Tx) still under the KWKH banner. Being on tour almost all that month
sometimes with Johnny Cash, Jimmy Newman, Porter Wagoner, Wanda Jackson and Bill Haley,
even crossing the Mason-Dixon line for Bill Randall, Elvis would play only a second time in
Shreveport in October on Saturday 29th.
Pictures of Elvis’ performance at the Louisiana Hayride on November 5th and 12th exist. Elvis was
just back from a Nashville Disc-jockey convention set on 10 and 11th where he won the award for
“Most Promising Country & Western Artist” by a DJ poll and met Mae Boren Axton who worked hard
to have him listen to “Heartbreak Hotel”, a song she wrote with Tommy Durden. Mae Boren Axton
was close to Tom Parker, handling the tour publicity for “Hank Snow Jamboree Attractions”. With
the help of Buddy Killen, Elvis listened and loved the demo cut by Glen Reeves and signed a
contract with Tree Publishing dated November 16, 1955 to record “Heartbreak Hotel”.
On November 15, Elvis became an RCA artist for three years and on November 21, 1955, he
cashed $3,750 net from RCA and $750.00 net from Hill and Range Songs, Inc from Colonel Parker.
Col Parker himself got $1,500 as commission on that deal. “Hill and Range Songs” made a contract
stating the formation of “Elvis Presley Music, Inc” and, still on the very same date, Colonel Parker
signed a management contract for Elvis in which he would receive 25% commission. Sam Phillips
had surrendered for $35,000.00 facing cash flow problems while making every effort possible to
keep out of bankruptcy.
To make a comparison $6,000 was one year’s salary for an experienced announcer and a 1955
Cadillac Fleetwood Sedan series 75 was priced at $6,187. That gave Sam some capital to operate
with and to make some investments for the future as he told a newspaper in May 31, 1959: “Selling
that contract gave us the capital needed for expansion. The record business isn’t like any other
branch of show business. You can borrow money to produce a movie or a play, but not a record.
The record business is so precarious you can’t get financial backing until you don’t need it”.

To be continued...
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Louis Prima hired Keely Smith after hearing her at the Surf Club sing “Embraceable You” and
“Sleepy Time Gal”. Quit on 6.8.48 for New York and played up and down the East Coast. Louis
would not fly so they never went to Europe. Louis put together a small group and they landed a
much needed job at the Sahara, Las Vegas and were the first to have blacks in an audience.
After a year signed up to Capitol. Divorced in 1961 and Keely married Jimmy Bowen in 1965.
Source: Jerry Fink, Las Vegas Sun, 20.3.2005
2. Satellite Records located in Memphis started in 1957 but changed its name because there
was already a company of the same name in California. Owners Estelle Axton and her brother
Jim Stewart combined their names to come up with Stax which became a rival to Motown in
Detroit. Estelle was the daughter of farmers and raised in the Middleton, Tenn. area and went
to Memphis State University to get a teaching credential and later married. Estelle died in
February 2004 aged 85. Source: L.A. Times, 26.2.2004.
3. Wayne Schuler wanted Bettye Swann to bridge the gap between country and soul, she had
already made “I Can’t Stop Loving You” for Money, and she did record “Stand By Your Man”
and “Just Because You Can’t Be mine” for Schuler. When Buck Owens duetted with Bettye on
Haggard’s “Today I Started Loving You Again” the Capitol heads objected and the record was
shelved, then lost. Bettye believed Capitol wanted her to be the female Charley Pride. Source:
Jarret Keene, Las Vegas Senior Press, April 2005
4. Big Al Downing, 65, a singer-songwriter and pianist who had success in country, rockabilly,
rhythm n’blues and even disco died from leukemia. He resided in Leicester, Mass. He began
his career as a keyboard player in Wanda Jackson’s band performing on “Let’s Have A Party”.
He was a member of the Rockabilly Hall Of Fame and his songs were recorded by Fats Domino,
Bobby Blue Bland, Tom Jones and Webb Wilder. He and his band the Chartbusters were in the
charts in 1964. Source: L.A. Times 7.7.05.
5. A large part of Gary Leonard’s 40 years collection of Los Angeles memorabilia was destroyed
when rain seeped through his rented 80 year old storage building. 10,000 snippets were
retained in 250 boxes and vintage suitcases. Ruined included such things as ticket stubs from
the Beatles 1966 Dodger Stadium concert, and original album artwork and publicity handbills,
and promo material from the L.A. 1984 Olympics. An assistant is helping to unpack the
saturated storage boxes. Source: Bob Pool, L.A. Times 31.3.2005
6. John Carter formed the Flamingos aged 18 in 1952 with three other members of a church
choir, and he is one of the few artists inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame twice. After
returning from conscription where he served as an Army cook in Germany, he joined the Dells,
a group he had formed several years earlier with friends from Thornton Township High School
in Harvey. Carter died of lung cancer at Ingalls Aug 20th at the Memorial Hospital in Harvey.
Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, 24.8.2009
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7. The Imperial Palace in Las Vegas has a drinks menu dedicated to Motown Records. Five
drinks listed and the first two as read are: a) My Girl: description I’ve Got Sunshine On A Cloudy
Day… a touch of Razberi, Peach Schnapps, Banana and Cranberry… with my girl. I’ve even got
the month of May with my girl... b) “Berries” Gordy. Where it all began… a toast of blended
Strawberries and Champagne… to the creator of the Motown sound, we salute you. Source:
Imperial Palace Classic Drinks Menu, 19.6.2009
8. In 1958 Ellie Greenwich released a single with the self-penned “Silly Isn’t It”/“Cha Cha
Charming.” Went to Hofstra University where she met Jeff Barry whom she married in1962 and
divorced in 1965. Leiber and Stoller offered her a song writing contract at Trio Music. In the ‘80s
created the musical “Leader Of The Pack” which included many of her hits such as “Da Doo Ron
Ron”, “Be My Baby”, ”Hanky Panky”. Died 26.8.09 of a heart attack in New York. Source: Randy
Lewis, New York Times 27.8.2009
9. A “sign” of the times and not just the UK: New Jersey trader Carolyn Warren bought her local
music shop in 1999. This month the For Sale sign board went up. A victim of the recession,
competition with the malls, and free music downloads. A local music teacher is trying to put
something together, an arts collective or a non-profit collective to keep it going, and Carolyn is
having second thoughts. “I’m not in it for the big bucks but I don’t want to go down the tubes
either”. Source: Peter Applebome, N.Y. Times 16.7.2009
10. Dolores Fuller born 10.3.23 in South Bend, Ind., moved to Calif. when she was 10. Appeared
in Capra’s “It Happened One Night,” met producer Ed Wood in 1952. Moved in with him, and he
cast her in “Glen or Glenda.” Appeared in his 1954 “Jail Bait” and 1955 “Bride Of The Monster”.
Split up with Ed, and a friendship with Hal Wallis resulted in her writing songs for Elvis. Also
found a record company and launched Johnny Rivers. Died at 88 in May 2011. Source: Dennis
McLellean, L.A. Times, 11.5.2011
11. On Aug. 4th the Senate Judiciary Committee convenes regarding the Performance Rights
Act bill that will require radio stations to pay artists when their songs are played over the
airwaves. The bill has been a dream of singers, musicians and record labels but opposed by
broadcasters. Radio stations spend $450m annually to pay composers and songwriters.
Spokesman says many stations will be forced to switch to all talk formats, and the bill would
murder black owned radio: Source: Red Johnson, Variety, 3.8.2009
12. R&B and funk guitarist Phelps Catfish Collins died of cancer at 66 at his Cincinnati home. He
was the older brother of Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame musician William “Bootsy” Collins. Bootsy’s
wife said Catfish played with James Brown’s J.B.s, Parliament Funkadelic and the Rubber Band.
The brothers backed up James Brown on “Get Up” and “I Feel like a Sex Machine”. They also
performed on the soundtrack to the 2007 Judd Apatow movie “Superbad”. Source: Las Vegas
Sentinel-Voice, 12.8.2010
13. The R.I.A.A. states 2.9m vinyl LPs/EPs and 385m CDs were shipped in 2008. A billion
singles and 57m albums were downloaded. Last year brought shipments of vinyl records back
to where they were in 1998. Best Buy carries newly issued vinyl releases at many of its stores
which are made of high quality 180-gram virgin vinyl compared to older LPs made of 12-140
gram recycled vinyl, the store also stocks about 4000 vinyl titles in its online music store.
Source: John Przbys, L.A. Review-Journal, 2.7.2009

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Springtime in New Orleans always marks Festival Season, not to say that there aren't festivals all
year long in South Louisiana because New Orleans boasts a festival nearly every weekend of the
year. It has been a whirlwind of grand activities about town which includes live music - a tradition
that New Orleanians and visitors are happy to keep alive. As you've read from following this column,
New Orleans was bustling with musical sounds of all seasonal sorts starting with Halloween,
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's, then Superbowl, Mardi Gras, and now St. Patrick's,
Tennessee Williams Festival, and Easter, just to list some of the grander events which are currently
being followed closely by French Quarter Fest, and then Jazz Fest by May's end. There is always
"a good time to be found" at any given time, always with music in the mix. Annual names like the
Slabtown Festival, Holiday in Dixie, Great Southern R.V. Park Bluegrass Festival, Bayou Teche
Bear Fest, Cracklin' Cookoff, Kite Festival, Cajun Hot Sauce Festival, Festival de la Prairie, and
Corney Creek Festival are but a hint of what's up in the Pelican State this spring. Preservation Hall
showcases its unwavering all-year-'round traditional New Orleans Jazz performed by musicians in
their 70s and 80s, with an April-May line-up of seasoned jazz pros including the Preservation Hall
Living Legends featuring Maynard Chatters, the Tornado Brass Band featuring Darryl Adams, The
Preservation Hall Jazz Masters featuring Leroy Jones (who performs at French Quarter Fest), Doc
Houlind's Revival All-Stars featuring none other than Doc Houlind (who also performs at French
Quarter Fest), and The Jack Brass Band and Friends, featuring Mike Oleander with friends Will
Smith and Roderick Paulin.
Preservation Hall, founded as a jazz venue in 1961, sports legendary musician portraits and
nurtures the essence of traditional New Orleans Jazz, set up by a husband-wife team, Allan and
Sandra Jaffee, whose adult son Ben carries the torch to this day by heading up their family musical
institution which is housed in what was originally a 1750s private residence. At one time, after being
a tavern, then an Inn, this location steeped in time also served as the photo studio of famous
photographer Joseph Woodson "Pops" Whitesell from the midwest (1876 -1958) whose 1946
one-man exhibit at the Smithsonian also garnered him a ranking amongst "the top ten salon
exhibitors worldwide." Around 1921 when Whitesell moved into his apartment and studio in the
French Quarter, his home was "right behind" what later became Preservation Hall so both
addresses were 726 St. Peters - not at all unusual for the French Quarter.
Whitesell befriended and photographed names like writers Sinclair Lewis, Erle Stanley Gardner
(who authored Perry Mason novels and whose character "Gramps Wiggins" was based on
Whitesell), as well as Sherwood Anderson who influenced Hemingway, Faulkner, and Steinbeck,
and lived in the Pontalba Apartments on Jackson Square in 1924. As a footnote, "Pops" was a
patient of Armand St. Martin's physician father and took b/w photos of the St. Martin family in the
1940s before Armand was born; these were photographed at the home where Armand still resides
with wife Patty Lee in uptown New Orleans. The Preservation Hall Band will perform at French
Quarter Fest, and actually so will Armand.
Louisiana cultural events are always fun and family-friendly. March highlighted the 36th Annual
Islenos Fiesta in St. Bernard that "celebrated the culture of the Canary Islanders with Islenos food,
music, dancing, and folk art." Throughout the Easter week, churches, cathedrals, and congregations
enjoyed concerts and music en masse, and in masses for example like at the historic St. Augustine
Church in the Treme which is always a treat with their Sunday Mass that features the Soulful Voices
Choir every Sunday at 10 a.m. If this mass-for-all-faiths can't get a visitor inspired with all the New
Orleans-styled singing and clapping in prayer and praise throughout the church service (including a
mix of gospel, jazz, and spiritual tunes accompanied by piano, drums, sax, tambourine and more),
then nothin' will!
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And there's always time in April for the more-than-full-day (1 pm - 9 pm) Crawfish & Bluegrass Crawl
through the Arts & Warehouse District downtown between neighborhood bars: Fulton on Tap/Ernst
Cafe, Rio Mar Seafood, and Lucy's Retired Surfer Bar. After enjoying eight hours of local brews and
margaritas, partygoers then plan to "second-line down the street" to The Rusty Nail for live
bluegrass by the Ramblin' Letters, with 600 pounds of crawfish waiting to be boiled, peeled and
chowed-down. Recently, the traditional jazz set at the Old U.S. Mint was swinging with Marla Dixon
& her Shotgun Jazz Band with special guests Barry Martyn, and Orange Kellin who also performs
frequently on clarinet with Armand St. Martin's Maison C'est Bon Jazz Trio. (Orange also performs
at French Quarter Fest.) The 7th Annual Mardi Gras Indian Competition on Easter Sunday was a
colorful family affair. The Nickel-A-Dance Spring Soirees, since 1994, were enjoyed every Sunday
in March on Frenchman Street in the Faubourg Marigny. The Cajun/Zydeco Fais Do-Do, another
family affair provided non-stop music by Joe Hall & the Louisiana Cane Cutters, and T'Canaille at
the Maison on Frenchmen Street. Then there was also Pyrate Week 2013 for all the in-and-out-oftown pirates who converged on the French Quarter at the Pirate Bar in Pirate's Alley, with many
wearing eye patches, carrying parrots on their shoulders, and hobbling around on wooden legs
while shouting a lot of "arrrrrr's" to everybody.
There's always room for fundraisers, birthdays and benefits any day of the week in New Orleans,
and musicians always have a big heart. On a March "happy birthday note," March 31st was a very
important date in New Orleans music history because it marked trumpeter-extraordinaire, Lionel
Ferbos' 101st birthday! Lionel Ferbos & the Palm Court Jazz Band performed while celebrating this
birthday, with Ferbos leading the band as always. According to a 2012 USA Today story, Ferbos
arrives "30 minutes early each Saturday night for his steady gig at the Palm Court Jazz Cafe" on
Decatur Street in the French Quarter. "He practices 45 minutes every day." Ferbos is the oldest
musician who is still a performing jazz musician in New Orleans (he could be the oldest
professionally working jazz musician alive, nationally or internationally). His energy is that of a
player much younger than his age; his baritone voice still sings lead and his style still gets people
up on their feet to dance. In 1911, Ferbos was born in the Treme, he started playing trumpet as a
teen, learned to read music, played with big bands, stuck to traditional jazz when improv was
otherwise changing jazz, and he's still going strong on his trumpet. "Music is my life," he tells folks.
"What would I do if I stopped playing," he commented to USA Today's author Tim Mueller. Lionel
Ferbos and the Louisiana Shakers will be featured at French Quarter Fest on the WWL-TV Stage
in Jackson Square.
On another musical note, in late March Irma Thomas, Allen Toussaint, and Ellis Marsalis headed up
a benefit for jazz saxophonist Wessell "Warmdaddy" Anderson at the Howlin' Wolf where the
Lagniappe Brass Band also performed. Born in Brooklyn, Anderson played in the Wynton Marsalis
Septet for seven years after studying under Alvin Batiste in Baton Rouge. Several years ago,
"Warmdaddy" had a stroke; this benefit raised funds toward his rehabilitation. He has three albums
to his credit under his own name, blending "a mix of New Orleans traditional jazz, some bebop, and
swinging sounds with blues comparable to Cannonball Adderley." "Warmdaddy" participated in the
"Marsalis' efforts for Jazz at LIncoln Center prior to 2006." Now musicians are trying to raise funds
for his long recovery.
Speaking of Irma Thomas (born in Pontchatoula, Louisiana as Irma Lee), dubbed the "Soul Queen
of New Orleans," Irma performs at Jazz Fest in May and also headlines Mother's Day at the
Audubon Zoo where mother's get in free. She also will headline at French Quarter Fest as well. Last
month, Patty Lee sat down with Irma Thomas at the French American Chamber of Commerce
annual banquet where Armand St. Martin was entertaining and Irma was a guest of honor. The two
women chatted about things like schedules, health insurance, upcoming music shows, and the fact
that Irma's engagement at the zoo will be her "30th year she will have performed for this Mother's
Day special event." She lit up, "I look forward to it every year!" Irma and Patty reminisced about
Irma's 66th birthday "a few years back" when Irma spearheaded a fundraiser for the local non-profit
Grace House/Bridge House at Generation's Hall which was originally built in the early 1820s as a
sugar refinery in New Orleans. Armand performed his originals (solo piano and vocal) for Irma's
SRO Patron Party.
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Later the same evening, also at Generation's Hall, Armand's 8-piece Rock’n’Roll band, Armand St.
Martin and his Bayou Bohemians, opened for Irma and her band. In attendance were over 500
guests. The fundraiser raised $20,000. One of Armand's back-up singers for this concert was Benny
Spellman's daughter Judy Spellman. Armand invited Judy to join him at center stage to sing her
back-up vocal to Armand's performance of Benny Spellman's hit, "Lipstick Traces (On a Cigarette)."
Allen Toussaint penned the song under the pseudonym Naomi Neville. It was Benny Spellman's
only hit record, making it to #28 on the Billboard R&B charts. (The flip side was "Fortune Teller"
which went on to be covered by the Rolling Stones who made the song famous.) Benny's voice is
also the baritone voice/back-up vocal on Ernie K-Doe's #1 Hit, "Mother In Law," also another Allen
Toussaint tune as a songwriter. As it turned out, Judy and her mother, who was also in attendance
that night, were friends of Irma's but they hadn't seen each other for years. Back stage, it was a
"great surprise for Irma on her birthday to reconnect with her dear friends!" When the concert ended,
Irma explained to Judy and Armand, "I don't know if you know this, but I sang the back-up vocal on
the original recording of "Lipstick Traces," done by your father, Judy, in 1962!" This was a real
stunner at the time to both Judy and Armand! Ironically, "Lipstick Traces (On a Cigarette)" is the only
"cover song" on any of Armand's CDs; what a coincidence how this one song seemed to come full
circle that night at this event.
Irma Thomas and Armand St. Martin - New Orleans Renaissance
Art Hotel - Performing "You Are My Sunshine" written by
Louisiana Governor Jimmie Davis
Allen Toussaint and Armand St.
Martin at College Court,
Toussaint's childhood home.
Toussaint wrote, "Lipstick Traces
(On a Cigarette) that Benny
Spellman recorded, (and Armand
covered on his own CD.)
Pictures by Patty Lee
Irma and her manager-husband, Emile Jackson, owned the Lion's Den, their club in New Orleans
where Irma often headlined. Unfortunately, it went out of business after Hurricane Katrina so Irma
and Emile moved to Gonzales, Louisiana. She affirms, "I'm now settled back home in New Orleans."
This is well-proven by her 2007 Grammy for Best Contemporary Blues Album for "After the Rain"
which was her first Grammy. Since her very first recorded album in 1964, her illustrious career has
spawned 19 albums over 50 years, not to mention that she has also collaborated with a number of
New Orleans legends such as Allen Toussaint, B.B. King, and Dr. John." Irma received the Mo Jo
Magazine of London, England Legends Award, a Blues Music Award, a Big Easy Award, a Family
Services Award (for her and her husband), and more. "I'm so blessed," she offers, graciously
crediting her popularity to her fans. Her CD, "50th Anniversary Collection" contains her great hits.
With a busy springtime, Irma performs on the Abita Beer Stage in Woldenberg Riverfront Park
during French Quarter Fest, and also headlines an intimate concert at the Old U.S. Mint, not to
mention what else is in store for her upcoming music engagements before and after Jazz Fest.
To venture out of town, Lafayette, Louisiana shows off The Festival International de Louisiane
celebrating its 27th year of offering their free annual music experience downtown where folks can
enjoy the "French cultural heritage of southern Louisiana - particularly a combination of French,
Caribbean, Hispanic and African influences." The festival lays claim to have the "Best in World
Music" (April 24 - 28) with over a hundred performances over five days with seven stages, with acts
scheduled by Trombone Shorty & Orleans Avenue, Lost Bayou Ramblers, Keith Frank & the Soileau
Zydeco Band, Jeffery Broussard & the Creole Cowboys, Fatoumata Diarwara (Mali-World Afrobeat),
Brother Dege (Louisiana-Delta Blues/Dobro), Feufollet (Louisiana-Cajun Folk Rock), Roddie
Romero & the Hub City Allstars, Uncle Lucius (Texas Rock 'n' Roll Blues), Lil Nathan & the Zydeco
Big Timers, Mama Rosin (Switzerland-Cajun Rock), Bijou Creole (Louisiana Zydeco), Solas
(Ireland-Traditional), Destination Gospel Choir, Le Vent du Nord (Quebec-Traditional Quebecois),
Babineaux Sisters & Isle Derniere (Louisiana French Rock 'n' Roll/Brass), Andre Thierry & Zydeco
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Magic, the Mercy Brothers (Louisiana Hillbilly Gospel), and the Nimbaya Women Drummers
(Guinea-African Drum and Dance), to mention a few.
On April 30-May 1, the Dew Drop Inn which is located in uptown New Orleans will be the recipient
of a two-day fundraiser concert on St. Claude as part of a series of benefits to raise funds for
"revitalizing and rebuilding what was once a great music and culturally diverse establishment that
produced the talents of some of the best musicians in the world, as a cultural giant in the civil rights
and gender battles." As for French Quarter Fest, New Orleans' largest free festival from April 11-14,
the rocking music acts booked around various French Quarter locations not only highlight Irma
Thomas and Lionel Ferbos as headliners, but also have an entertaining line-up that includes Big
Chief Bo Dollis, Jr. and the Wild Magnolias, Leroy Jones' Original Hurricane Brass Band (at
Riverside Legacy Stage), Susan Cowsill, Walter "Wolfman" Washington and the Roadmasters, the
Pfister Sisters, Treme Brass Band, Kermit Ruffins & the Barbecue Swingers, Wendell Brunious,
Fritzel's New Orleans Jazz Band, Royal & Dumaine Hawaiians, Glen David Andrews, Chubby
Carrier and the Bayou Swamp Band, Ernie Vincent and the Top Notes, The Original Pinettes Brass
Band, Dwayne Dopsie and the Zydeco Hellraisers (at the House of Blues), Paul Sanchez & the
Rolling Road Show, Amanda Shaw (at the Bienville Statue), Dirty Dozen Brass Band, Rambling
Raccoons, Wanda Rouzan, New Orleans Cottonmouth Kings (at the French Market), Zion Trinity,
A Taste of New Orleans, Johnny Sketch and the Dirty Notes, Orange Kellin's New Orleans Deluxe
Orchestra, Little Freddie King, Washboard Chaz, Beausoleil avec Michael Doucet, Charmane
Neville, Armand St. Martin (at the BMI Songwriter's Stage), the Dixie Cups, and more!
Armand St. Martin pointing to French Quarter Fest Poster for the BMI
Songwriter's Stage where he's where he's performed at the Historic New
Orleans Collection Courtyard during French Quarter Fest 2011 and 2012,
(and this year, April 2013) - Picture by Patty Lee
On the heels of French Quarter Fest, there's annually Jazz Fest (April 26
- May 5) billed as "New Orleans at its Fest!" Headliners are impressive,
featuring Irma Thomas, Allen Toussaint, Fleetwood Mac, Billy Joel, Dave
Matthews Band, B.B. King, John Mayer, Daryl Hall and John Oates, Willie
Nelson, Little Big Town, Aaron Neville, George Benson, Dr. John, Patti Smith, Pete Fountain, John
Boutte, the Preservation Hall Jazz Band, and hundreds more to be announced. Plus, mark your
calendars: The Ponderosa Stomp 2013 is October 3 - 5th at Rock 'n' Bowl with a line-up of Chris
Clark, "the first white soul singer on Motown," "Louisiana country soul man George Perkins," "early
rockers like Eddie Daniels," plus Maxine Brown, the Standells, Bobby Crown, Boogaloo, Baby
Washington, Guanga Dyns, Spencer Wiggins, Charlie Gracie, Ty Wagner, Richard Caiton, Lynn
August, Gino Parks, Bobby Parker, James Alexander, Sonny Green, Charles Brimmer, and the
"60's Sunset Strip representatives, The Sloths."
There are always Louisiana updates regarding music including the recent release of England's Ace
Records' compilation CD, "Boppin' by the Bayou Again," (following in the footsteps of the previous
"Boppin' by the Bayou"). This new release features rockabilly artist Jay Chevalier as a young
performer on the cover and also on the front page of Ian Saddler's colorful companion booklet.
(Patty and Armand were pleased to have organized a private concert at Peaches Records in the
French Quarter for Ken Major and the Woodies, and ultimately facilitate personal meetings for Ian
with Jay Chevalier for this project. (Armand frequently plays piano in Chevalier's live shows, and
Patty and Armand are friends with Jay and his wife Gisela.) This 28-song CD is a treasure trove of
tunes that digs into the past and offers archived 45s all in one place on a CD, offering listeners a
chance to re-enjoy tunes from memory lane - like "Got a Right to Cry," by Glenn Owens, "Going
Back to Cocodrille" by Cajun Joe, "Too Hot to Handle," by Vince Anthony, and "You're Humbuggin'
Me," by Rocket Morgan. Record labels represented on this collection range from Hilton Records,
Goldband, and Hammond to Castle, Rocket Records and Bradley Records. Artists on these
over-two-dozen-tunes include Teen Hearts, Jim Oertling, Rocket Morgan, and Perry La Pointe &
The Orange Playboys. More news to follow about each of these two Ace Records' releases, as well
as more news about the exciting Louisiana project that features variations of former Louisiana
Governor Jimmie Davis' original, "You Are My Sunshine," sung individually by Irma Thomas, Buddy
Guy, Jerry Lee Lewis, Mickey Gilley and more (we won't give it all away til next time...)
stay tuned...
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"The Big Teenage Show of 1958"
given
at
Weston-Super-Mare
Odeon Cinema on Sunday last was
the first of a series of Sunday night
stage events with a teenage appeal.
To meet staging needs, an apron
has been extended over the orchestra pit and organ, and the 1,800
seats in the cinema have been numbered.
Last Sunday's bill included Colin
Hicks and his Cabin Boys, Tony
Crombie and his Rockets, the Most
Brothers, Les Hobeaux, the Gremlins Skiffle Group, and blues singer
Beryl Bryden.
All have appeared
in the BBC's "Six-Five Special."

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
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Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan
Olofsson, Erik Petersson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
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Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
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Avid TFTW email readers will remember the mail from Jay McCaddin, our man in Mobile, seeking a
recording of This Lonely Room by Johnny Bersin. Well, the following is the response from Jay:
“Funny how things work out. Jivin’ Gene saw my plea for a song on a TFTW email and he knows
the guy I was looking for! Sees him all the time. Got in touch with him and after we chatted he sent
me the song. They were both managed by and recorded for Bill Hall who also managed Johnny
Preston, The Big Bopper and Dickie Lee. Thanks to you Ken it wouldn't have happened as I never
would have thought to ask Gene.
“How I heard the record is not from when I was a "greaser". I heard it about a year and a half ago at
Mimi's club in New Orleans. It was on one of the Friday nights when the DJs - Pasta, Matt and Mitch
- bring in their records to spin. I flipped out when I heard it and have tried and tried to find a copy. It
wasn't till I sent out my plea for help to the Woodies that Gene picked up on it and contacted me!
Imagine that, an email to the UK got me a response from a buddy here in the States. Gene would've
been the last person I'd have thought to ask. I had no idea that the Hall-Way label was from his area
and that he too had recorded on it. I called record shops ALL OVER the U.S. with no luck, emailed
friends across the continent from Pittsburgh to California, no luck. TFTW and Jivin' Gene did it.
Johnny and I still chuckle over all of that.
“Why did I want the song? It was one of those songs that strikes you a certain way and you like it
right off and want to hear it again. Speaking just for myself... Johnny's voice, the lyrics, the music,
the un-polished sound hit me just right. Johnny said that the company WAS going to add some more
background voices and more instrumentation but never did. I'm glad because it's pure and simple.”
So resulting from that correspondence and Jay’s introduction to Johnny, the Stompin’ USA 2013
crew will be meeting with Johnny Bersin in April/May. In the next issue of the TFTW magazine we
hope to give you the low down on this Swamp Rocker who had several great records out in the early
1960s.
Ken Major

Johnny and the
Dialtones
Johnny Bersin
(lead singer)
Johnny Roy
(lead guitar)
Lee Morris
(piano)
George San Angelo
(drums)
Marvin Jones
(bass)
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
What do you think of this bloody weather gang!!!! At the time of typing it is Easter Saturday and it's
so cold I have to keep warming my fingers over a candle here in the Tales From The Woods office.
Hopefully by the time Issue 72 appears on your screen (or lays on your doormat for our traditional
paper folk) the weather will have started to behave in more seasonal manner; bluebells, daffodils
and other spring flowers blooming happily in glorious sunshine. Well let’s hope so as I know that our
illustrious social secretary John 'Soulboy’ Jolliffe has many exciting trips out planned for the months
ahead.
In the meantime I often mention TFTW peoples’ names in these pages but have never listed
everyone involved that make Tales From The Woods what it is and whose contributions are indeed
valued beyond description. Perhaps if you are attending one of our future shows, catching sight of
their TFTW ID badge you can walk over, say hello, and introduce yourself. That is indeed what being
a social networking group is all about, So here goes.
Ken Major Membership Secretary, Alan Lloyd Webmeister, Harry Maton IT Expert & Graphics,
John Jolliffe Social Secretary, Lee Wilkinson Financial Secretary, Nick Sands Stage Manager,
MCs Rockin Ricky/Lee Wilkinson, DJ John Howard, TFTW Photographers Paul Harris/Tony
Annis, Merchandise Elena (also Cashier as required), Roadie Kieran Metcalf, Handy Man &
Security as required Dave Woodland, Paymaster General Dave Rich, Artist Navigation Officer Cliff
Stevens.
It is amazing how quickly situations can move once we are off the starting block. Since putting pen
to paper back on page three (that was actually finger to keyboard as even Keith has moved into the
20th century and we hope to see him with us in the 21st very soon - H) we have confirmed the first
two artists for 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show No.9 at the Borderline on Sunday
January 26th 2014. We welcome back Buddy Britten after a few years absence. Believe me Buddy
can’t wait… in fact he has already booked his ticket. Also hugely looking forward to making his
TFTW debut, from Liverpool’s world renowned Cavern Club, Lee Curtis.
That is certainly enough waffle from me for another issue. Ain't that right Harry? (Yes boss - H). Time
now to hand over to Mr Jazz Junction himself Dave Carroll for another of his much admired gig
guides.
See you in Issue 73 gang.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
April 2013
14
Sunday
Coal Porters
Sid Griffin’s British-American bluegrass group at ‘Come down and meet the folks’ promotion. 4.00pm DJ,
5.30pm Live music, 7.00pm Headline act
The Apple Tree, 45 Mount Pleasant WC1X 0AE Collection
14
Sunday
Johnny Winter
One for guitar-heads and fans of (very?) white blues.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£25 + fees
19
Friday
Martha High & Speedometer
Good enough to be one of James Brown’s funky divas for thirty years should be recommendation enough.
Under The Bridge, Stamford Bridge, Fulham Road SW6 1HS
£15 + fees
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21
Sunday
2is No 8
These annual shows seem to come round quicker and quicker.
The Borderline
Woodies £20 Advance £24 Door £27
21
Sunday
Lovella Ellis
Daughter of the late, great Alton Ellis making a name for herself in reggae.
Jazz Cafe
£15
25
Thursday
Melissa James
Jazzy-folk from newcomer Melissa.
The Green Note
£10 adv
28
Saturday
Mike Sanchez
Britain’s most exciting r&b performer who, when last seen, seemed to have been enjoying his wife’s cooking
too much – or perhaps he was having to rely on takeaways.
100 Club
£12 adv £15 door
May 2013
2/3
Thu/Fri
Melba Moore + Meli’sa Morgan
This US soul queen’s ticket price has increased by £5.50 from a year ago. Don’t they know there’s a
recession going on?
Jazz Cafe
£25
4
Saturday
Dana Gillespie
Notoriety as a risqué blueswoman hasn’t harmed this daughter of Austrian nobility.
Brooks Blues Bar, Jazz Cafe POSK, 238-246 King Street W6 0RF £10
8
Wednesday Larry Garner & The Norman Beaker Band
A concert hall event for blues fans who prefer to remain seated.
Fairfield Halls £14/£16 + fees
8
Wednesday Ian Seigal & The Mississippi Mudbloods
British bluesman joins forces with Luther and Cody Dickinson of the North Mississippi All-Stars.
The Garage £18 + fees
9
Thursday
Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell
Country royalty at regal prices.
Hammersmith Apollo From £44.25
11
Saturday
Kim Richey
Singer-songwriter from Ohio who straddles country, folk and Americana.
Great Northern Railway Tavern, 67 High Street, Hornsey N8 7QB £12
15
Wednesday The Blues Band
Still strutting the blues after thirty-three years. And no Zimmer frames!
Fairfield Halls, Croydon
£18.50 + fees
19
Sunday
The Mavericks
Reunited Tex-Mex band turn up at the South Bank.
Royal Festival Hall £10 - £35 + fees
21
Tuesday
Steve Earle & The Dukes + The Mastersons
A second ‘rare full-band performance’ in two years.
Royal Festival Hall £15 - £32.50 + fees
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21
Tuesday
Ruth Moody
A heavenly voice means this Wailin’ Jenny has no fears when out on her own.
Green Note @ The Old Queens Head, 44 Essex Road N1 8LN
£12 adv
23
Thursday
Larry Garner
Backed yet again by the Norman Beaker band. An Eel Pie Club event.
The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£12 + fees
23
Thursday
The Abyssinians
Roots reggae group whose Satta Massagana remains as popular today as it did in the ’70s.
Clapham Grand
£22.50 + fees
June 2013
4/5
Tue/Wed
Charlie Parr
Plaintive folk blues by shaggy-bearded man from Minnesota.
Slaughtered Lamb
£14 + fees
14
Friday Charles Bradley & his Extraordinaires
Daptone Records artist promoting his second solo album.
Islington Assembly Hall
£18.50/£20 + fees
15
Saturday
Evelyn ‘Champagne’ King + Linda Clifford
Two soul divas for the price of, well, two. Both representing much more than their disco reputations.
Islington Assembly Hall
£27.50/£33 + fees
18
Tuesday
Eve Selis
Americana artist who has been called ‘the queen of roadhouse rock’. Sounds like a pejorative to me.
Half Moon
£10
25
Tuesday
John Lee Hooker Jr
Son of famous father with his own more modern style.
100 Club
£16.50
25
Tuesday
Jimmy Cliff
Expect songs from his latest album and measure against his best.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£27.50 & £32.50 + fees
26
Wednesday George Thorogood & The Destroyers
Former great white blues hope adds another night having sold out one show already.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£34 & £35.50 + fees
29/30 Sat/Sun
Candi Staton
Southern soulstress continuing the ongoing affair with her British fans. ‘You got the love’. ‘No, you got the
love’.
Jazz Cafe
£25
July 2013
25
Thursday
Danny Thompson & Darrell Scott
Veteran bass player who gained considerable fame for his folk contributions joins up with American singersongwriter and multi-instrumentalist.
Half Moon
£13
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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